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HOP:
IS IMPANELF
L of Court to Investigate Night R
id On Hopkinsville Is Begun.
4.4G CHARGE DELIVERED BY JUDGE Lt._
(From Thursday's Daily)
'Solemnly, comprehensively and
vigorously, Judge Thomas P. Cook'
ia the special term of circuit court
this morning impressed upon the
grand jury, impaneled to investigate
the Night Rider raid on ;Hopkins-
'Bo, the extent, importance and sa-
tees of their duty. The charge
as strong as it was exifaustive
was listened to with eager at-
tion not only by the jurors but
a large crowd of citizens who
d assembled in the court chamber.
urt was opened with a fervent
ayer by Rev. C. H. H. Branch.
Alter the qualifications of grand
trors had been stated and valid ex-
Christian county, at least, these are
troublous times. We have matters
before the grand jury that may upon
the proper indictment come before
the court for trial. Matters that
affect us individually, and collec-
tively, matters that extend out and
affect the great body of the common-
wealth of Kentticky. It can hardly
be said that one section or one
county in Kentucky can suffer and
the others not suffer. You know
and we all know that while Western
Kentucky has been absolutely free
from the feuds in the mountain
counties in the days past and gone
we do realize that Kentucky's fair
name has suffered and Kentuckians
have felt a tinge of disgrace and
remorse at least at the condition
of affairs in the mountain sec-°uses from service had been acce
ad from several persons in the ori -
inal panel, Judge Cook, relating the
Biblical story of Gideon's army
when all who were "fearful or
afraid" were eliminated frpm the
ranks, called on all who were "fear-
ful or afraid to do their whole duty
- in-these troublous times" to stand
aside. He went further and said
that no one should serve on the jury
if he were a member of any associa-
tion or order whose obligation woull
prevent his doing his duty without
fear or favor, nor should he serve if
he had such hatred or antipathy of
any - character that would prevent
him from honestly, conscientousiy
and faithfully doing his duty as a
grand juror. No one, under this re-
striction, declined service, and, by
lot., the following jurors were select-
ad :
N. A. Barnett, foreman; Sam Mil-
ler, 0. A. West, Lev. Rogers John
Seargent, D. J. McCord, W. if:But-
ler, Alex Carpenter, Sam Wright,
Otiarlie Yancey, John Kelly and B.
Armstrong.
e` In his charge to the jury Judge
Cook sIsid that the calling of a spe-
4,al term of court was indicative of
in extraordinary state of affairs.
"It is hardly necessary," he contin-
tied,alor me to call your attention to
tions of Kentucky. Recently we
have come to the front in a measure
with our part of the disturbances in-
cident to Kentucky. Why 4,is that
Kentucky should be singled ',out as
almost the only state where tkbubles
of this kind exist, 1 know no
it seems that our body politic
afflicted with diseases of this •3
ter than any other state i
.But
more
arac-
• the
union. We are all Kentuetians,
either by nature or adoption!,; We
love the grand old state of 1:,en-
tucky. We believe her one of
most glorious in the union. Vre
think her citizenship is composeceof
the beet people. We are proud .if
the fact that we are Kentuckians.
Yet we come to investigate offensei
cominittedby Kentuckians on Ken-
tucky soil, and we come as Ken-
tuckians and I trust to do our whole
duty fully and simply as the law
requires of us.''
He made very plain the solemnity
of the oath they had ,taken, and
warned them of the lashing:through-
out time and eternity they would
receives from conscience if they
shirked their responsibilities. .
"I call," he said "your attention
thus closely to these matters for the
reason, that all eyes are now upon
you. The werld looks at this grandjury today—I mean our world. The•the fact that in Hopkinsville, or
people among whom von have been
raised, and among whom you live,
and among whom your postetity will
continue to live, will remember this
day and these grand jurors and they
'Husband and myself both had will record your acts, whether you
the coffee habit and finally his stom_ have done your duty or have shirk-
ed, regardless of the law and the'act) and -kidneys got in such a bad
oath you have taken at the begin-
give 
that he was compelled to
fling of this court. I call your at-ap a good position that he had
tendon to these facts for the fur-held for years. He was too sick to
timer reasons of the consequence ofwork. His skin was yellow, and I
,dhardly think there was an organ in goo and evil that must flow from
his body that was not affected. your actions while you sit as special
."I told him I felt sure his sickness grand jurors. No man can at any
was due to coffee and after some time afford to do other than his duty
discussion he decided to give it up. —even if he should do such a thing
• lAit was a struggle, because of the in any ordinary time, he...05'111d not
powerful habit. One day we heard afford to do so at such times as these.
about Postum and concluded to try All people do not watch you, but
It and then it was easy to leave off your own conscience wal 'ties you
coffee. day and night,and there • I be that
"His fearful headaches grew less awful lash of consciene
under the circumstat 
you fail
frequent, his complexion began to
than your whole d 
lo other
clear, kidneys grew better until at ne adm-
last he was a new man altogether, °nigh you in vier m peace
an a result of leaving off coffee and of mind; in v' of your
ctaking up Postum. Then I began to nome count ,go d to
At it too. your Own 3ighbors
Although I was never as bad off and frie 'act that
y husband, I was always very your for good
-ous and never at any time very or f ime, to do
FOUND A WAY
/ To be Clear of the Coffee Troubles.
cm. only weighing 96 lbs. before
ran to use Postum. Now I weig'
I can do as much
T thins-
't
Is of this
aknown to
And deserve
:A and grand
trough you,
must come,
through
grand Jury
'men t can
lit on foot.
mtrage may
to has been
ily come to
lie through
orne subse-
omen, the
'itizens of
bear
(From Thursday's Date.
Herman Richard Crenshaw,
prominent young Trigg county far-
mer, was arrested last night at the
instance of State Fire Marshal Mott
Ayres. He is charged with being a
Night Rider and one of the leaders
of the band that raided Hopkinsville
on the morning of December 7.
County Judge Prowse iseued :the
warrant on aff%davits furnished him
by the fire marshal, and Mr. Cren-
shaw was arrested by Deputy Sher-
iff Cravens in the lobby of Hotel
Latham. He claims he le entirely
innocent of the charge.
The principal evidence on whieh
the arrest was based was given by
W. D. Hawkins, of this city. Mr.
Hawkins says he was taken in
charge of the Night Riders at the
point of guns near the L. & N. sta-
tion where he had gone to plead
with the invaders to let the fire de-
partment out of its buildinz after
the raiders had set fire to John C.
Latham's big warehouse. He states
tinder oath that he recognized Mr.
Crenshaw as one of the band and
that he seemed to be one of its lead-
ers. After seeing the young farmer
face to face yesterday afternoon, he
swore to a second affidavit of identi-
fication. Mr. Hawkins told in detail
of certain incidents in which Mr.
Crenshaw figured, previous to the
raid, which fixed the young farmer's
personality on his memory. The
at,
offik.
the time of the raiu.
Mr. Crenshaw, after his arrest,
was taken to the office of County
Judge Prowse, where he furnished
$2,000 bond with his uncle, M. F.
Crenshaw, of this city, as surety,
after which he was released from
custody. He is also a nephew of
former state senator and Assistant
Commissioner of Agriculture R. C.
Crenshaw. He vigorously protests
his innocence.
In his sworn statement before the
fire marshal he said he was 31 years
old and resided near Roaring Springs
and had been a member of the To-
bacco association since the first year
of its organization. He says on th
night of the Hopkinsville raid he
remained, at his home all night with
his wife and child, retiring:betvveen
7:30 and 9 o'clock, and that he did
not hear of the Night Riders' visit to
Hopkinsville until the next evening.
Fire Marshal Ayres intimates that
other warrants of arrest may be
issued today. A committee from
the Law and Order League called on
Mr. Ayres yesterday and requested
him to remain here during the ses-
sion of the grand jury. He says it is
necessary for hith to go to Frank-
fort to complete his reports and wind
up the business of his office in order
to turn it over _to his successor,
Cicero Barnett, but he agreed to
stay in Hopkinsville end' January 3.
• Judge Cook took up in detail the
different matters embraced in the
official' call for the special term.
Concerning the Night Rider invasion
of Hopkinsville be emphasized the
horror of the raid and the enormity
of its offense and referred the jurors
to sections 1223 of the Kentucky
statutes and particularly to
1241 a. and subsection 3 of the latter,
which is 88 follows:
"1. If two or more persons band
together for '.. le purpose of intimi-
dating or infaring anyone, or to do
any felonious act, they and each of
them shall be gu.Ity of a felony, and
upon convicsion confined in the pen-
iteatiary not less than one nor more
than five years. -* * * 4
"3. (a) IY results to persons
or property by ,..-eason of the acts
about described, persons engaged in,
or anyone aiding or abetting, shall
be guilty of a felony, and upon con-
victfon shall be confined in the peni-
tentiary not less than one nor more
than fifteen years, unless death
should result, in which event the
offense would be murder.
GEN. MGR. RING
States Thtat Arrangements Are Made
To Procure Funds.
The following communication
from General Manager Felix G.
Ewing, of Planters' Protective as-
sociation, was received in Hopkins-
vine today:
Guthrie, Ky., Jap. 1, 1908,
To the Banks of the
"Black Patch" :—
In view of thefinancial stringency
which is prevailing throughout the
district, the association has act-
ively taken up the matter of pro-
curing necessary money for the
planters, and has consummated an
arrangement with the American
National 'Bank. of Nashville, Tenn.,
by which any solvent bank through-
out the district can procure funds.
The officers of this bank have been
well known to the writer for many
years, and will be found thorougly
honorable and agreeable in their
business methods. I invite your
correspondence with this bank
modiately. Yours trr
F. G. I-
Ger
OMEN,
POWERS' FATE
Is in The Hands of the Jury.—Took
Case Today.
GEORGETOWN, Ky., Jan. 2.—
The fate of Caleb Powers is now with
the jury, the case being turned over
to them at 9 o'clock this morning.
Never before in the history of the
Scott county court was such a crowd
packed in the courtroom as that
which crowded into the but ding
yesterday to hear former Congress-
man W. C. Owens and State's At-
torney Franklin close the arguments
in the fourth trial of Caleb Powers,
which has been in progress here for
the past eight weeks. The building
was wholly inadequate to accommo-
date the crowd, men and women lit-
erally fighting for admission.
Maj. Owens consumed the entire
forenoon arguing upon the theory
that Goebel was assassinated by
Henry Youtsey, whom he denomi-
nated as a murderous crank of the
Gui4sau and Czolgosz pattern, who
had committed the crime on his own
responsibility and volition, and that
there was no conspiracy concocted
by Powers or anybody else.
When Commonwealtie's Attorney
Franklin finished his speech yester-
day afternoon at 5:35 o'clock the
jury went to dinner with the under-
standing that they would decide
whether they should begin their de-
liberations tonight or wait until this
morning. Upon returning to the
courtroom the jury reported to the
.court that by a vote of 7 to 6 it had
been decided to wait until morning.
Upon receiving this report Jpdge
Morris adjourned court until this
morning at 9 o'clock.
When the stomach, heart or kid
ney nerves get weak, then these or-
gans always fail. Don't drug the sto-
mach, nor stimulate the heart or
kidneys. That is simply a makeshift
Get.a prescription known to drug-
gists everywhere as Dr. Shoop's Re-
storative. The Restorative is pre?ar-
ed especially for these weak-- inside
nerves. Strengthen these nerves.
build them :Al with Dr. Shotm's Re-
storati- • tablets or liquier—and
quickly help will come.
sample test sent on r 1st by
r. Shoop, of Racine, your
health is surely worth ' 
by Andervon & For'
oerpore f• •
4
to aa
gi Heating Stovt.
frts Cook Stovt
and R.an
We can suit anybody,
in price or quality. All
of Stoveware, Hardware:
amelware, Non-rust Tinwas,
71; Wagons, Buggies, Harness,
4‘
IMO
0
eiS
Come and see our new line,
we can interest you. .
F. A. YOST COMPANY.
Incorporated.
S 3343t33t4
REWARD IS OFFERED
BY JUDGE PROWSE ON BEHALF
OF CHRISTIAN COUNTY
$200 For Each Night Rider.—Confer-
ence Proposed.—Sample of
Warning Letters.
County Judge C. 0. IProwse has
supplemented the offer of $500 re-
ward by Gov. Willson fo: the arrest
and conviction of any man implicat-
ed in the Night Rider raid upon this
city, by offering a reward of $200 on
behalf of Christian county. This re-
ward is offered for, each arrest and
conviction secured and together
with the offer of the governor makes
each Night Rider conviction secured
worth $700 to the person furnishing
the information. The county judge's
proclamation will be found 'else-
where in this issue of the New Era.
Getting Evidence.
Fire Marshal Mott Ayres is con-
tinuing his examination of witnesses
today and others are summoned for
tomorrow. While he does not give
out any details he says he is devel-
oping some very important evidence.
Among the witnesses examined by
Capt. Ayres in connection with the
Night Rider cases were the mother
and father of -young George Gray,
who was taken dead to his home the
night after the Hopkinsville raid by
masked men. A hat found near
Gracey after the fight between the
Night Riders and the sheriff's posse
was, it is said, identified by Mr
being his son's. Testi7,,e•
d\secured conce
-f 
-
trict Planters' association are, ac-
cording to Ward Headley, of Prince-
ton, who arrived in the city last
evening, desirous of having a con-
ference with Gov. Willson at Hop-
kinsville. They believe that if the
governor comes to this city and
hears statements from the citizens
here he will get a better idea of the
situation than if the meeting is held
at Frankfort.
Warning Note.
Mr. France, who is running one o
the biggest farms in the county 13,
longing to Robert Rives, a prom.
nent member of the association, an
father of Senator Frank Rives, is in
receipt of the following anonymous
letter, mailed from Hopkinsville:
"Mr. France: We take this way
to let you know that you are not to
have any• negro croppers for next
year; now if you think anything of
your back you had best ter git rid of
thim negroes and tell all of your
neighbors and frends the same ftflr.,_
we are coming through there soon
and you trotter be right or you bet
have a lot of them dam soldiers to
gard you every night. You need not
think you can scer a lot of men like
us 'Night Riders.' "
BURNED TP., aROUND
CADI:4, Ky., Jan. 1.—The general
merchandise store of Johnson Hen-
dricks at Rockcastle in this county
was entirely destroyed. by fire last
night, together with all of its con-
tents. The fire is supposed to have
been of incendiary origin, and oc-
curred after midnight. Only a few
weeks ago the village of Rockee-'
was almost win - '
•
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3irls
titions
,osition as
Jookkeeper,
fele-grapher or
4o, call or write at
e have placed all of
pupils and friends who
have applied to us for help
and are now in position to
place you if you want our help
"All to gain and noth-
ing to lose" at
Fox's Business
College 4
lr Hampton Fox, Manager. 1
t 
Telephone 272
HOPK1NSVILLE, KY. i
DR. H. C. BEAZLEY,
Specialist.
EYE'. EAR, NOSEIAND THROAT
Office hours, 9 to 12 a. m., 2 to 6 p
m. Office, Main St., over Kress-
Store, Hopkinsvile. Ky.
Hunter Wood 86 Son
Attorneys-at-Law.
Hopkinsville, - Kentucky
/ T. B. HOUSE,
Physician and Surgeon
Office, over Bank of Hopkinsville
Main St. Phones—Cumb., Office,
121; Residence, 106, Home Phone,
1221.
Beginning Jan.!, '08
Under new management
The
Louisville
tflastiow
DetttPartors
Drs. Feirstein & Smith,
Managers.
Announce the
Followind Prices
Gold Crown, 22k....$4.00
Good Set of Teeth  5.00
Bridge Work, per tooth  3.50
Pillings 50c up
25c
-
411.
izer
peized
here it is ex-
, ,..0 buyers and upon it
hi-read is either bought or
by..,.
rhe prizing houses repert heavy
receipts and the market on the asso-
ciation tobacco wilt soon be open.
GOOD PRICES BEING PAID.
FULTON, Ky., Dec. 27.—For the
past week the tobacco market here
has been lively, the Regie buyers
getting the bulk of the weed. They
are paying satisfactory prices in
cash, and are getting prompt deliv-
eries. It is estimated that about
one million pounds of the new crop
has already been received. T h e
prices being paid has done more to
maintain peace and. harmony than
anything else. Independent buyers
have received threatening letters in
past years, but after interviewing
the largest buyers, no . one has re-
ceived any threats, and the buyers
are not looking for trouble.
Big Tobacco Receipts.
MADISONVILLE, Ky., Dec. 27.
—More tobacco has perhaps been de-
ivered in Madisonville durirg the
past week than during the same
length of time for many years. The
factories have been so crowded that
working all day and part of the
night it has been almost impossible
to unload it. The buyers have ask-
ed that no more be delivered for
some time. Tobacco has been bring-
ing the highest price known for
twenty years.
SHOT FROM AMBUSH
PINEVILLE, Ky., Dec. 27.—
Ulysses Lockard was fatally wound-
ed and another man slightly wound-
ed at Four Mile, Ky; Lockard and
others were coming down the road
near Black Haven commissary when
three men sprang from behind a car
as they passed and opened fire.
Lockard was wounded in the back.
Lockard was a young man of high
repute and unmarried. He was still
alive at last accounts, but there is no
hope for recovery.
FOR S▪ ALE—A bargain in a six-
room cottage on Main street, four
blocks from tho courthouse. Price
$1,700. Apply at once to
dtf WIN FREE & KNIGHT.
ANT. GEN. JOHNSON
PADUCAH, Ky., Dec. 27.—Adju-
tant General P. P. Johnson visited
this city today under the instruc-
tions received from Gov. Willson.
After thoroughly investigating con-
ditions in this region he stated that
he had found no evidence of disorder
west of the Tenaessee river in the
black patoli. A few threatening let-
ters have been received by various,
parties but these have been turned
over to the postal authorities who
are making every effort to run them
down and arrest the authors.
fia-•
DIVORCE RECORD
NEW YORK, Dec. 27.—New York
broke the divorce record when it
was annonneed that there were 180
such cases on the calendar in Justice
Newburger's part of the supreme
court.
Only sixty-one of the cases were
ready for hearing, and the judge said
he might sit again and attempt to
lean up the calendar. Twenty-four
e- were disposed of. Th •---+
divorce cases or
-414,orri •-
,t a
a left
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nail to wrap her in silk
an catty her on a pillow for ten weeks.
She was the most terrible sight I ever
saw, and for six months. I looked for
her to go to her mama, but thank God
and his agents, she is alive and well
to-day and she will be three years old
the seventh of December and has never
had a sign of the dread trouble since.
"I used every known remedy to alle-
viate her suffering, for it was terrible
to witness. Dr. C  gave her up
and then I went to C— F— and got
Dr. B— and he and Cuticura Seep
-and Cuticura Ointment saved her. He
recommended the Cuticura Remedies,
or said we were right in making use of
them. As nearly as I can remembor,
we used eight cakes of Cuticura Soap
and three boxes of Cuticura Ointment;
but you must take into consideration
that hers was an exceptional case, for
an old and goo-4 doctor said that it
was the worst ca ,e that had come to him
in forty years. I -have always hinged n
Cuticura Soap to keep her skin soft arl
to give her a pur&complexion. James
J. Smith, Wood .and Metal Pattern
Maker, Box 234, Buena Vista, Va., Oct.
14 and 22, 1906."
Complete External and Internal Treatment fo-..
Every Humor of Infants, Children and Adults
confirm of Cutleura Soap (25e.) to Cleanse the Sk.ri,
Cuikura Ointment (50c.) to Heal the Skin. and
ettieura Resolvent (50e.) On the form of Chocolate
Coated Pills 25e. per vial of GO) to Purify the Blood.
Sold throughout the world. Potter Drug & Chem.
Corp.. Sole Props., Boston, Mass.
sr-Mailed Free. Cuticura 3ook on Skin Disease&
THE BLIND GOD
Has Been Very Busy in Christian
County This Christmas.
This Christmas has been a busy
one for the county court clerk for
there has been a steady demand for
marriage licenses. From December
23-26 inclusive there were thirty-two
licenses issued, the majority of these
being for negroes.
Yesterday licenses were issued for
the marriage of G. H. Morgan and
Mary Wolf, Andrew D. Jones and
Kate Alder and Birch Walker and
Ora Good.
DYNAMITE EXPLODED
BIRMINGHAM, Ala., Dec. 27.—
Dan Bradley, 16 years old, son of a
widow at Pratt City, a mining su-
burb of Birmingham, is dead as a
result of being blown up with dyna-
mite at a Christmas party at Mike
Dugan's house Wednesday night.
The boy carried a piece of dynamite
in his coat pocket. While on the
porch he was jarred and the dyna-
mite exploded. The boy's right leg
was torn off, and his body was
thrown violently through a window
into the parlor where the guests
were assembled. Several boys and
girls were knocked down and others
were badly shaken up by the ex-
plosion and by the boy striking
them. The house was badly wreck-
ed.
GOVERNOR'S SUNG
FRANKFORT, kg.. Dec. 24.—
Gov. Willson was very much amus-
ed over. the manner in which the
Rev. Dr. M. G. Johnson, of the First
Baptist church, of Cincinnati, had
misconstructed his advice to young
'men. When the governor received
the request from the minister to give
a motto embodying his advice to
young men he hastily inscribed the
following and mailed it: "Wish to be
useful; work to be useful; watch to
be useful, and then some." But
when the advice was read to the con-
gregation by Dr. Johnson on Sunday
night he made Gov. Willson, say in
ast sentence "and then serve.
Go Willson said today by way of
explanation that he did not suppose
Dr. Johnson was fami with the
slang' xpression, "and t
and f hat reason had use
wor which, however, had
fano entire effect of the
g the lower
. ....dinance, and in
ranz charged that one
.c.n had been promised a job
_is brother, in order that he
might support the measure, the or-
dinance raising the license on sa-
loons in Louisville from $160 to $600
was passed by a vote 18 to 6 in the
lower board of the general council
last night. Those who voted against
the ordinance at the last meeting
and who supported it last night
were Councilmen H. Browning, Jr.,
Bohannon, J. H. Browning, Davis,
Ellwanger and Vogler.
Councilman Richardson contended
that shank' the high license ordi-
nance be passed the city tax rate
should be $1.60 instead of $1.76; He
resented the intimation on the part
of certain people that certain mem-
bers of the council had been tamper-
ed with by the liquor men, and said
if any man in the general council
had been touched it was by a prom-
ise of office. He dramatically ex-
cla:med that it looked as if in the
present administration it was a line-
up between th rien and the poor.
BROTHER-Jr-Olt NOURSE
Joseph Nourse, a brother of Rev.
W. L. Nourse of this city, died on
Dec. 24th at his home at liockport.
Indiana, of pneumonia. The deceas-
ed was a farmer and sixty seven
years of age. On account of being
ill himself Dr. Nourse was unable to
attend the funeral services of his
brother.
Thousands Have Kidney
Trouble and Never Suspect it
Prevaleney of Kidney Disease.
Most people do not realize the alarm-
ing increase and remarkable prevalency
of kidney disease.
While kidney dis-
orders are the
most common
diseases that pre-
vail, they are
almost the last
recognized by
patient and phy-
sicians, who con,
tent thernselres
with doctoring the effect., while the orig-
itua disease undermines the system.
What To DO.
There is comfort in the knowledge so
often expressed, that Dr. Kilmer's
Swamp-Root, the great kidney remedy,
fulfills every wish in curing rheumatism,
pain in the-back, kidneys, liver, bladder
and every part of the urinary passage.
It corrects inabilitf- to hold water
and scalding pain in passing it, or bad
effects following use of liquor, wine or
beer, and overcomes that unpleasant ne-
cessity of being compelled to go often
during the day, and to get up many
times during the night. The mild and
the extraordinary effect of Swamp-Root
is soon realized. It stands the highest
for its wonderful cures of the most dis-
tressing cases. If you need a medicine
you should have the best. Sold by drug-
gists in fifty-cent and one-dollarSizes.
.You may have a sample bott)e- and a
book that tells all
about it, both sent free
by mail. Address Dr.
Kiltuer & Co., Bing-
hamton, N. V. When Home et Swamp-Root.
writing mention this paper and don't
make -any mistake, bit ricntber the
name, Dr. Kilmer's Swainp-oot. and
the address, Binghamton. N. Y.
A Card. ,
ro the Members of the Dark Dis-
trict Tobacco Planters Protective
Association:—
Your county committee has given
me a contract to prize totacco for
the association in Hopkinsville, and
I take this method of informing you
that I am ready for business. I have
rented the J. D. Ware stemmery on
Tenth street, and have ample room,
and every facility for handling to-
bacco to the very best advantage
possible in an , up-to-date factory.
My many years' experience in hand-
ling and prizing tobacco for all the
foreign markets will enable me to
prize your tobacco in an intelligent
manner and give you the best re-
sults. I also have room for strip-
- and will strip your tobacco or
lye cents per hundred and
'id I _tern keep it fully
r'ance,§0 lr am
no, T maul
inch-
ed t
0#1
ttl
gametal me
THE MUM
OUR MIL
Are such that we can get out
anything in the way of dressed
material on very short notice
We Are Confident w
that we have in our employ the
most skilled workmen in the
city and guarantee the quality
of our mill war to be first
class in every particular. i12,
Hopkihsville b-to roqtrA Lumber Company pill.Nie me,
Incorporated
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Home Phone 1097; Cumb. 165-2. Residence, Cumb. 498. •
0
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General
Machinist
Mill Supplies
Everything Guaranteed.
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Did It Ever Strike You
that it is very unwise euonomy in or-
der to save a few dollars to leave
your property without INSUR
ANCE PROTECTION. The best in-
vestment a man can makes a small
sum invested in 'a Fi r In su ranee
Policy. If not insured t us take
care of the matter for you. Pon'
delay! Act now! "
ISP-N S. w INF RE
Fire ano Life Insurance,
Office with Winfree ex Knight
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REGULAR OFFICERS
TO ACT AT THE SPECIAL TERM
OF COURT
Ready to Do 1 hEir Duty.—Gov. Wilson
Said to be Pleased With
The Decision.
FRANKFORT, Ky., Dec. 31.—
The special term of the Christian
circuit court, to be called at Hop-
kinsville on Thursday next to in-
vestigate the raid of the "Sight
Riders" on the town several weeks
ago which resulted in the destruction
of several thousand dollars' worth
of property, will be presided over by
Judge Thomas P. Cook, the regular
judge of the district, all reports to
the contrary notwithstanding. This
was made perfectly plain in a letter
received, by Gov. Willson yester-
day from Judge Cook, who said
that after careful and serious con-
sideration he felt that it would be
best for the community and the
state at large that he preside at the
special sterna of court and conduct
the investigation into the raid.
Gov. Willson has also received in-
formation to the effect that the regu-
lar Corrimonwealth's Attorney, Den-
ny P. Smith, believes that it is his
duty to appear before the special
grand jury in the investigation, and
that it 'kill not 'be necessary to em-
ploy additional counsel to .assist in
the investigation. Mr. Smith resides
in Trigg county, from whi3h county,
it ;,is alleged, the band of "Night
Riders" moved on Hopkinsville, and
it is said he has announced that even
though it is shown that those guilty
of the raid are really citizens of his
home county they cannot expect to
be immune from the law because he
L8 the prosecutor, and for that rea-
son he will cid his duty and prosecute
just as vigorously as any attorney
who might be selected, from Hop-
kinsville, the scene of the raid.
Gov. Willson was well pleased to-
day over the reports .which reached
him from the circuit judge and com-
monwealth's attorney, as it not oskly
relieves him of appointing a special
judge to act in the case, but gives
him assurance that the regular offi-
cials will not hesitate to do their full
duty in the matter. The governor is
daily in receipt of letters from cit-
izens of Christian county and ad-
joining counties stating that every
assistance will be given to the offi-
cials of the county and state in
bringing the guilty to justice, and he
is of the opinion that the coming spe-
cial term of court will result in the
conviction of several who partici-
pated in the raid on Hopkinsville.
Judge James Breathitt, the at-
torney-general-elect, and former
county judge of Christian county,
held a lengthy conference with Gov.
Willson yesterday, and while the
nature of the conference was not re-
vealed, it is said they discussed the
best methods to be pursued in the
present investigation, and that both
decided it was best that Judge Cook
preside during the special term of
Last night several of the citizens
of Trigg county who have been sum-
moned before the board of inquiry,
were talking to Sheriff David Smith
and other citizens of this city. In
the c ott-tre--een-ve-r-satbant Mr.
J. Frank Ladd, one of the most sub-
stantial and influential residents of
that county said, "I am glad that we
came up here today. We have heard
all sorts of rumors as to what
would be done if we canae, that we
would be mistreated and possibly
our testimony distorted, but I want
to say right now that no one was
ever treated more courteously and
hospitably than we have been treat-
ed and we realize that the' rumors
which had reached us were entirely
false and that the investigation
which is being conducted here is up-
on the right basis and is for the sole
purpose of ferreting out the guilty
parties and not for getting innocent
people into trouble or embarrassing
situations."
This sentiment was heartily en-
dorsed by Mr. Ladd's companions.
The Trigg county delegation left last
night for their homes.
SURPRISE FRIENDS
, MR. BARNES AND MRS. PETTY
ARE UNI rED IN WEDLOCK
George W. Barnes, and Mrs. Ada
Petty were married at the residence
of Rev. T. 1'. Powell Sunday after-
noon. The marriage was a great sur-
prise to the friends of the couple, no
one suspecting that they had such
intentions.
The groom owns a general store at
Carl and is one of the most prosper-
ous citizens of the northern portion
of the county. He is also a member
of the Christian county executive
committee of the Planters Protective
association. The bride is the widow
of the late Otho Petty and is a lady
of many accomplishments.
A license fits been issued for the
marriage of Artemus Grace to Miss
Cellie Van f3ooser.
PERSONALS.
(From Tuesday's Daily)
Miss Pearl Finley, of Madison-
ville, is the guest of W. C. Lacey, on
Twelfth street.
court and that the regular common- i
wealth's attorney should not be I Miss Bartheny Kel lman, of, New
hampered in the investigation, but York; Miss Lucile Wade, of Pem-
be allowed to proceed in his usual' broke, and Mrs. H. C. McGehee, of
Gracey, have been the guests of
Mrs. k4eorge Broaddus, on East 7tii
way.
It is said the governor has assur-
ance that any evidence that may
have been secured by Adjt. Gen. P.
P. Johnston and Fire Marshal Mott
Ayres will be used by Mr. Smith
during the investigation by the
grand jury, no matter whom it af-
fects, and because of this assurance
the governor feels that the very
hest results can and will be obtained
during the court investigation which
begins Thursday. Miss Kate
I Frankfort.
Mr. Duffy's Position,
(From Tuesday's Daily) ,
Concerning a statement in today's
Courier-Journal to the effect that he
was of the opinion that under all
the circumstances in the matter, it
would be advisable for the present
court_officials to withdraw' from the
eution of the Night Rider cases
C. Duffy, county attorney,
The article in the Courier-Jour-
al is a little misleading. Of course,
am only the assistant of the com-
nonwealth's attorney, and I merely
suggested to him that we express
our willingness to step aside, if the
governor so desired. I have not, and
shall not,presume to advise either
the commopwealth's attorney or
Judge Cook as to what they should
do or shoulci not do, and now I eon-
- 
' losed. I have
duty• -I •• ‘i!
1
CENTRAL CITY, Ky., Dec. 31.—
John Soder, of this city, has received
a letter signed "Eighteen Honest
Men," demanding that he resign
from the city council. The threat is
made in the letter that unless Soder
resigns his son will be assassinated.
Soder is a Swede, who by industry
and saVing, has acquired a small
anlount_of pro 4- lgare4ed
Fl?C cell e n ; - 0.
street.
Elmo Lacey left this morning for
Gallatin, Tenn., to accept a position
with the city light company of that
city.
Mrs. M. E. Bacon has returned
from Marion.
Mrs. R. L. Woodard has returned
from a visit in Springfield, Tenn.
Wallace
Only a Week. 4
LOUISVILLE, Ky, Dec. -31.— 4
2. The following is the list:
Carter. Pembroke; •W. A. Glass,
• I. N. Harned, Laytonsville; C. ,C. 
LIIIDGE BARR DEAD (64-44-4444-44-4444.44-44-4-44-4.,,4
Church Hill; J. D. Lacy, near city;
Alex Carpenter, ne.tr city; Tom
Haddock, Concord; P. Armstrong, i
EaStts School house; M. M. Cava- VENERABLE JURIST PASSES AWAY
naugh, Bainbridge; Sam Wright,
Bainbridge; John A. Seargent, Pem- Al LOUISVILLE HOME
broke; D. J. McClendon; near city; •
L. Boyd, North Christian; C. T. ,
'etYancey, city; 0.-A. West, Crofton :
4
4
Geo. B. Powell, Fruit Hill; John, ronchial Pneumonia Was Cause of His '44--' 
Kelly,'near city; Dick Barnett, W. I Death and He Had Been III
H. Butler, near city ; John Boyd,
Palmyra road; J. B. Dade, city;
Sam Miller, Sinking Fork; Buck
Leaven, city; Edgar Robinson, Carl.
Show Proper Spirit. Judge John WatSon Barr, one of 4
Kentucky's most distinguished and
best loved jurists, died this forenoon
at his residence in this city. Bron-
chial pneumonia was the Cause of
death and he had been ill only about
one week. ‘_ 6
Judge Bair was born in Versailles.
Woodford county, Ky., December
17, 1826. He was descended from
English and Scotch-Irish ancestors.
His father, William Barr, came to
Kentucky in 1787 and first settled in
Fayette county. Judge Barr was
educated in the private schools of
Woodford county. He read law in
the office of Aaron K. Woolley and
George B. Kinkead, at Lexington,
and took his degree as bachelor of
laws from Transylvania in the class
of 1847. In 1864 he moved to Louis-
ville, where he formed a partner-
ship with Joseph B. Kinkead, a
partnership which lasted ten years.
In 1864 he gave up his partnership
with Mr. Kinkead and formed one
with Mr. John Kemp Goodloe.
Judge Alex P. Humpnrey was later
admitted to the firm, the name of
which was changed to Barr, Good-
be & Humphrey.
During the civil war he became
adjutant general in a brigade of
home guards raised by the authority
of the city. He was a strong Union
man.
In 1880 he was appointed by Presi-
dent Hayes judge of the United
States court for the district of Ken-
tncky, and served continuously on
the bench until he resigned Febru-
ary 21, 1899.
He was the father of John W.
Barr., Jr., and the late J. Rogers
Barr. Several daughters survive
him. The funeral will take.' place
Thursday.
WANTED—To rent a farm, or
will accept position as overseer.
Apply New Era office d3t w2t
PUTMAN IN THE PEN
(prom Tuesday's Daily)
George Putman, who shot and
killed Prof. J. G. Wright in Novem-
ber, 1906, was taken to Eddyville
this morning by Jailer Johnson
where he will begin the five-years
imprisonment in the penitentiary to
which he was sentenced at his trial.
When the verdict was rendered a
motion was made for aliew trial and
when this was overruled an appeal
was taken. The attorneys for the
defense were viten until December
26 in which to prepare and file their
bill of exceptions and failing to do
this, Circuit Clerk Clark had no re-
course but to issue the order com-
mitting Putman to the penitentiary.
'
I. 0. 0. F. ELECTION.
The election cf 'officers for the
Odd Fellows lodge was held Monday
night, resulting as follows:
I. P. Duke, N. 0.
W. H. Hester, V. G.
W. C. Wright, Sec.
W. H. Fyke, Jr., Treas.
G. E. Randle, trustee for long
term. After the election those presentis in
were invited to Williamsl restaui ant
where oysters were served at the
expense of the newly elected officers.
Rev. J. M. Rasnake invited the
lodge to attend services at the Uni-
versalist church next Sunday night,
at which time he purposes to preach
Dr. R. R. Bourne has gone to Los the annual sermon to the Odd Fel-
Angeles, Cal., where he will prac- lows. The invitation was accepted.
tice his profession as a dentist..
visiting
r. and Mrs. Garner Dalton
returned to Frankfort.
have
George D. Givens, of the Hender-
son Gleaner, is in the city.
John Hubbard, of Hopkinsville I
Ky., is spending the holidays with SAME OLD TINT.
his uncle and aunt, Mr. ar d Mrs. '
,
John Hubbard on South First street. NEW YORK, Dec. 30.—N e w
GREWSOME WARNING. , York's Sundays are beginning to
resume their usual tint, after three
more-or-less • "b I a e" Sabbaths.
Scores of proprietors of moving pic-
ture shows who had gone to the
trouble to secure injunctions against
the police conducted their places of
business much as usual Sunday,
except ;for the fact that barkers
were removed from the sidewalks.
All ot the vaudeville theaters were
oPT;fra
4
4
4
4
4
4
Read This'
Bid Line of
Caracul Fur Jackets at
Half Price
Long Fur Coats, Three Quarter
Jackets, Short Jackets at
Half Wholesale Cost
4
4 T. M. Jones
1)-0-ge-ett-o-10+-ettaget-s-**1-1----e-s-t-e^
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IITY BANK
• 
• We invvite your Capital, $60,000.00 
I
• account as safe Surplus, $70,000.00 0depository for
• your tunds.De- This bank ranks among the first in the
• posit your val- whole state of Kentucky in proportion of
e uable papers in sum plus to capital.
• 
our vaults—are
• safe from fire In SURPLUS There
• and burglars. 
IS S FRENGTH
• 
• 3 Per Cent. Interest on Time Deposits gi
a
1104110000110000001/0•00110001110000011N1
E. B. Long, President. W. T. Tandy, Cashier.
•
•
•
3
•
•
4.
Capital, $100,000.00
Surplus, $35,000.00
Bank of Hopkinsville
4 With the largest combined Capital and Surplus of any
4„ bank in Christian county, supplied with modern burglar a
11/' proof safe and vault, we are prepared to OFFER OUR DE-
POSITORS EVERY PROTECTION FOR THEIR MONEY
t 3 per Cent. Interest on Time Certificates Ak
it of Deposit r"..
1410 liNtlitY C. GANT, President. 1 141.
4, J. E. McPHERSON, Cashier:- at
40 
H. L. McPHEV,SON, Asst. Cashier
3
•
40414*4-•-•-•-..a.•-• e•••••••*-•-•.44.041.4.*-404.4.•-•4*.••••••••••••••••-•-•-•-*+4100.40•4001.4•601.
• HARDWICK'S SPECIAL SALE
Hair Brushes at Half Price
We have an accumulation of extra fine Hair
Brushes. Will close them out at
HALF PRICE
HARDWICK'S SPECIAL S
4
0••••••"•••••,•••........01.1. 2.•••••••••••••••m•ft
4.40.44-*-+++4-44.4.444-4-
First
National
Bank
UNITED STATES
DEPOSITARY
The Only National Bank in This Community
Capital $75,000.00
Surplus. $25,000.00
Stockholders Liability $75,000.00
Has a regalar Savings Bank department,
Three per cent interest paid on savings
. and time deposits. $1 opens an account.
GEO. C. LONG, President.
THOS. W. LONG, Cashier
ky 
± BAILEY RUSSELL, Asst. Cash.
o•-*-•-•- -•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-94-+444-4-444-4-44-44-44+++++++-0-4-+++++.4.
Did It Ever Strtke Ys
that it is very unwise eeonomy in
der to save a few dollars to 1
your property wi'hout I
ANCE PROTECTION. The
vestment a n'ian can makes
sum invested f n 
innot
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inasur iedr t na
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IN IS OUTLINED
t GETTING AT THE NIGHT
RIDERS IN THIS FiEGIGN.
,n. Johnson Says That if The State
Authorities Fail Uncle Sam Will
Be Given Charge.
PADUCAH, Ky., Dec. 28.—Vigor-
us prosecution of those. ibaplicated
a recent barn burning.
Use of the millitary to strengthen
uhe arm of the court.
Employment by the state of coun-
sel to prosecute the "night riders."
Threat of the federal court if state
courts prove ineffective or derelict.
Thus Adjutant General P. P. John-
ston outlines the policy of the pre-
sent state administration as to the
recent tobacco outrages at Hopkins-
vile and Murray.
General Johnston is stopping at
the Palmer House en route from
Fulton to Murray, where he goes to
investigate the tobacco troubles at
the instance of Gov. Willson.
The general is inclined to the opin-
ion that he has solved the problem,
. and he will proceed along the plans
outlined above.
. "We have found the pommon-
wealth's officials of the district will-
ing to render all assistance and we
hope by the assistance of foreign
isounsel employed by the state and a
sufficient force of troops to protect
the court and the witnesses to bring
about the indictment and conviction
of the guilty persons," he said.
"The courts as at present consti-
ssted," he continued, "are power-
to do anything. Why, a ten-
ar-old child could execute all the
•ocesses of the court without dang-
c, for the accused would be certain
.f acquittal."
He added that only a strong show
of force would bring about a whole-
some fear of the law, and remarked,
rather significantly, that if the state
courts prove ineffective or derelict
there might be found a method for
getting the matter into the fe lend
court. "And I guess Judge Evans
will fix them about right," said
General Johns ton.
The general thought the United
States courts would have to deal
with the tobacco trust question, and
le instanced the fact that the federal
)urt in New York had already
ken up consideration of the prob-
,n of Whether the American To-
ICC° company was or was not a
sst.
State Firn_Marshal Mott Ayres
has returned -t(i-aepkinsville and
will remain until after the special
term of cotrrt. Gen. Johnston is ex-
pected to arrive at any time and will
lend his assistance in every possible
way.
A:tickling cough, from any cause,
is-quickly stopped by Dr. Shoop's
_-Cough Cure. And it is so thorough.
ly harmless and safe that Dr. Shoop
tells mothers everywhere to give it
without hesitation even to very
young babies. The wholesome green
,leaves and tender stems of a lung-
sbealing mountainous shrub furnish
the curative properties toDr.Shoop's
Cough Cure. It calms the cough and
4els the sore and sensitive bronch-
ial membriuss. No opium, no chlo-
%essitWor,ftsiothing harsh used to injure
or To suppress. Simply a resinous
plant extract that helps to heal ach-
ing langs. The Spaniards call this
• shrub which the doctor uses, "The
Sacred Erb." Demand Dr. Shoop's
Take no other. Sold by Anderson tiv
— Fowler Drug. Co., incorporated.
Model License League.
A meeting of the Model License
league, composed of leading dis-
tillers, wholesale liquor dealers and
brewers, to be held in Louisville
has been called for January 21-22,
1908. •Leading ministers, lawyers,
educatots and legislators are invited
In the call to attend the convention.
The chief object will be to frame a
model law governing the granting of
liquor licenses by state and 171Uniei-.
/Pal authorities and to secure un-
--4-Loynity in this line. The league
,.NWS.8 recently formed with the double
'purpose of wiping out disorderly and
unnecessary saloons and of remov-
ing the retail liquor ibterest from
.)olitics. Between 500 and 1,000 de-
egates are expected to respond to
r call.
Rank Foolishness
"When attacked by a cough or a
cold, or when your throat is sore, it
Is rank foolishness to take any other
medicine than Dr. King's New Dis-
rerY." says C. 0. Eldgridge. of
,-'4661111' s havesised N:PV'
•
-
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TWO OF 177, OFFICERS IN (MARGE ISAMPLES. RECEIVED.OF BATTLESHIPS ON PACIFIC CRUISE
CAPTAIN RICHARD WAINRIGHT. CAPTAIN HUGO OSTERHAUS.
Popular officer who takes the battle- Commander of the flagship Connecti-
thip Louisiana to the Pacific. cut on the cruise to the Pacific.
PERSONALS.
(From Mondays Daily.)
Mrs. Neely Dickerson, of Bowling
Green. is a guest of her sister, Mrs.
Herbert Lee McPherson.
Dr. Clifton Ferrell, of Oxford;
Miss., is visiting his parents, Maj.
and Mrs. J. 0. Ferrell.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas H. Ennis
and chili, of Atlanta, Ga., and Her-
man Ennis are visiting the family
of W. D. Ennis.
James H. Howe and family, of
Nashville, are visiting Mrs. E. W.
Henderson.
Mrs. Cyrus Radford. of Phila-
derphia, is spending the holidays
with Dr. M. W. Williains' family.
A. J. Casey has returned from a
business trip to Louisville.
Irwin J. Roseboro, wife and child,
of Sewanee, Tenn., are at Hotel
Latham. Mr. Roseboro will engage
in the gents' furnishing business
here.
Situation Relieved.
The Insurance Field of this week
says:
"A distinct improvement in the
tobacco situation in Kentucky has
resulted from a conference called by
Gov. Wilson, which was held in
Frankfort the past week."
This sentiment also seemed to be
that of nearly every prominent agent
In the city yesterday. It is the be-
lief that unless he had taken the
steps, which were taken, immedi-
ately further depredations would
have been committed with the re-
sult that practically every insurance
policy in the state on tobacco would
have been withdrawn.
It was also said yester lay that to-
bacco risks are now being freely
written by nearly every company is
the State, and 'ittle further trouble
is teased from any source.—Louis-
yule Herald.
The Pure Foci Law.
Secretary Willson says, "One of
the objects of the law is to inform
the consumer of the presence of cer-
tain harmful drugs in medicines."Dr. 0. E. Witherspoon has re- The law requires that the amount of
turned to Louisville, after 'visiting chloroform, opium, morphine, and
Mrs. Sibley, on East Ninth street. other habit forming, drugs b.s statedt on the 'label of each bottle. The
Mr. and Mrs. R. if. Buckner, of 1 manufaoturers of Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy have always claim-
that their remedy did not conta n
any of these drugs, and the truth ot
this claim is now fully proven, as
no mention of them is made on the
label. This remedy is not Only one
of the safest, but one of the best in
use for coughs and colds Its value
has been proven beyond question
during the many years it has been
in general use, For sale by Ander-
son-Fowler Drug Co. (Incorporated)
Fulton, Ky., asrelTuests of Mr. and
Mrs. SamneT.G. Buckner.
C. E. Major, of Nashville, is in the
city, en route home after spending
the holidays with his mother in
Cadiz.
Mrs. A. A. Harris and children
have returned from. 410 hineville
where they had been visiting re-
latives and friends for several days.
—Clarksville Leaf Chronicle.
Mrs. Nat Gaither and daughter,
Rebecca, of Mayfield, are in the
city.
Miss Myrtle Golladay and sister,
of Gracey, are visiting Mrs. Tom
Thomas, on North Main street.
Wallace Brumfield, of Lexington
Is visiting his mother.
:Miss Sarah Winn, of Clarksville.
is visiting Miss Katie May Cooper.
Mrs. Chas. McDaniel, et Louiti-
ville, is visiting the family of Gus
Cooper.
Mrs. TomMorrow, of Nashville, is
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Geo. Herndon.
Miss Christine Caruthers, of Elk-
ton, and Miss Fannie Bess Caldwell,
of Louisville, are the guests of Miss
Sallie George Blakey.
Jamie McPherson has returned to
Louisville after spending Christmas
here.
Mrs. Gentry Hillman, of Napier,
Tenn., is visiting Mrs. Upshaw
Wooldridge.
Mr. and Mrs. nob Buckner, of
Fulton, are visiting relatives here.
Mrs. Estelle Clark and Miss Stella
Biddle are spending the holiday va-
cation at the the home of Rev. R. L.
Biddle, Sonora, Pa.—Waynesburg
Republican.
George R. Newman, of the Louis-
ville Post, is visiting the family of
Rev. John W. Lewis.
Col. R.A. Burnett, of Cadiz, was
in the city today.
Why
should your baby suffer? When
he is fretful and restlessi, don't ex- To check a cold quickly, get fromperiment on him and use any old your druggist some little Candy Coldthihg your neighbor recommends. tablets called Preventics DruggistsBuy a bottle of White's Cream Ver- ' •
Season Nearly Over,
The hunters and sportsmen of this
city have been taking advanta_,e of
the remaining days during which
they are entitled to hunt quail, and
each day has found a large number
going to the fields with their guns
and dogs seeking the game. After
Tuesday they cannot kill the quail
until the middle of next November,
as the laws of the state set apart only
six weeks in which the sportsmen
are permitted to shoot the birds.
When the stomach, heart or kid
ney nerves get weak, then these or-
gans always fail. Don't drug the sto-
mach, nor stimulate the heart or
kidneys. That is simply a makeshift
Get a proscription known to drug-
gists eserywhere as Dr. Shoop's Re-
storative. The Restorative is prepar-
ed especially for these weak inside
nerves. Strengthen these nerves.
build them up with Dr. Shoop's Re-
storative --- tablets or liquid---and
see how quickly help will come.
Free sample test sent on request by
Dr. Shoop, of Racine, Wis. Your
health is surely worth this test. Sold
by Anderson tiE Fowler Drug Co. (in-
corporated)
BONES OF DUKE.
LONDON, Eng., Dec. 30.—Coffin
of T. C. Duce was today exhumed at
Highgate cemetery and found to
contain human bones, easily identi-
fied as those of former Duke of Port-
land. This upholds contention of
rightful heir to his estates, and dis-
credits eviuence given by an Ameri-
can named Coldwell that the coffin
contained lead.
mifuve, greatest' ---- ••••••,1-
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HOGSHEAD MANKE.T SOON TO
SHOW ACTIVITY.
Much Loose Tobacco :Coming In to
Pr;zing Houses—Interest In
the Price Schedule.
The first actual indications of the
opening of the hogshead tobacco
market was given last week when
the Planters' Protective association
salesroom received the types of 190
hogsheads. These- types are the
sampleiewhich are kept out by the
person or firm who prizes the tobac-
co and by them the sale is made and
if toe contents of the hogsheads fail
to come ip to the sample, the prizer
is held r sponsible under his bond.
Duplicities of these types were sent
rie recently has never been made
publie This schedule is adopted in
Dececiber of each year, the mini-
mum of which shall be accepted for
each particular grade. It has been
reported that the prices for this sear
son will run high.
From Paducah and Mayfield come
reports of heavy leceipts of tobacco
in its loose state, practically all of
this going tosindependent firms who
are paying out the actual cash for it.
Bowling Green also reports largely
increased receipts, while Henderson
and Owensboro are fully up to the
average. Judging from these re-
ports the crop this year is being
rushed to market much earlier than
usual.
Trial-Catarrh treatments are be-
ing mailed out free, on request, by
Dr. Shoop. Racine, Wis. These tests
are proving to the people—without a
penny's cost—the great value of this
scisntific prescription known to
iruggists everywhere as Dr. Shoop's
. .Werth Remedy. Sold by Ander-
ti-Fowler Dr2n Co.. TncSrporated
CHANGE OF NAMEto bluthrie. where they will be grad- LEXINGTON, Ky., Dec. 28.—Ated and tbel grades reported to the a meeting of the subcommittee oflocal salinan here, who will then fix the Board of Regents of the Easternthe price on each sample according Kentucky State Normal School atto the schedule of prices which has Richmond and the Western Ken-been adepted by the :executive corn- tucky State Normal School at Bowl-
'Mace. ,This is expected to be done ing-Green and the trustees of thein a few4days and until the prices Kentucky State College, held here,are fixe4 in this way the tobacco will a motion was unanimously adoptednot be asitualiy ready for sale. This to present a bill to the next sessionis expected to be only a beginning of of the Kentucky legislature provid-
ing for the changing of the ,name of
Kentucky State College to State
University, Lexington, Ky.
This bill will carry with it an ap-
propriation sufficient to erect and
properly equip necessary buildings
for the new university and State
Normal schools in order to allow
the institutions to most effectively
do the work falling within the scope
of each.
The committee also decided to
recommend the gradual elimination
of all subfreshman and normal in-market. There are less than a hun- struction from Kentucky state col-dreci hogsheads remaining over from lege, except post-graduate work inlast year and this feature of the the department of pedagogy or edu-
market is showing no activity.
Loose receipts have were heavy all
last week and it is estimated that
more tobacco has been delivered
here so far this season than was ever
known before for a corresponding
period.
So heavy have been the loose re-
ceipts at some of the association
prizing houses in Hopkinsville that
the houses rented for the purpose
Save proven too small and additional
houses had to be secured. In two
Instances has this already been done
and there are others which will have
to follow suit if the present rush
continues.
The schedule of prices adopted by
the executive committee of the as-
sociation at their meeting in. Guth-
the receipts and:the types are -ex-
pected td, come in in constantly in-
creasing' numuers. Nearly all of
those delivered last week were of
low to medium grade, it being the
usual custom with theprizing houses
to work up thd lower grades of to-
bacco first. As these types are de-
livered to the salesroom the hogs:
heads represented by them are
stored in some of the warehouses
holding storage contracts.
No receipts of hogshead tobacco
have been reported on the general
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Lame Shoulder Cured
Lame shoulder is usually caused
by rheumatism of the muscles and
quickly yields to a few applications
of Chamberlain's Pan Balm. Mrs.
F. H. McElwee, of Boistown, New
Brunswick, writes: Having been
troubled for ssme time with a pain
in my left shoulder, I decided to
give Chamberlain's Pain Balm a
trial, with the result that I got
prompt relief." For sale by Ander-
son-Fowler Drug Co., Incorporated.
farm, and, told that he Must r
to allow negroes to work the
next year. The story is being it
tigated.
 H. 
Don't Take the Rilk.
Whfin you have a had cough
cold do not let it drag along null
becomes chronic bronchitis or
velopes into an attack of pneumconi
but give it the attention it deserve
and get rid of it. Take Chamber
lain's Cough Remedy and you art
sure of prompt relief. From a small
beginning the sale and use of this
preparation has extended to all parts
of the United States and to many
foreign counties. Its many remark-
able cures of coughs and cerids have
won for it this wide reputation and
extensive use. Sold by Anderson-
Fowler Drug Co., (Incorporated.)
ANTE-INVENTORY SALE
WON'T THIS INTEREST YOU?
If You Like to Save Money, We Know It Will
Between Now and January 1st, WE OFFER A SPECIAL CUT OF
25
 
Per
Cent
on all Fancy Decorated and Hand Painted China, English Dinner
Sets, Bric-a-trac, Jardiniers, Lamps
On all other goods in our JEWELRY DEP ' 1RTMENT,
Watches, Clocks, Cut Glass, Silver Ware,
German and French China Sets, House Furn.
We Have the Biggest Stock in the Cit,
and these SPECIAL PRICES should attract your attts
not mean that we are going to sell you shelf-worn or sh
to everything in our store in the above lines. This is
SAVE MONEY. Give Us a Call.
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WILL BE BROUGHT THE TUBER-
CULOSIS EXHIBITION.
Will Be Open in Louisville for Two
Weeks in Charge of Kentucky
Association.
Shortly after the holidays the
National Tuberculosis exhibition,
which has been at the Jamestown
exposition all during the past sum-
mer, will be brought to Louisville
where it will be open for two weeks.
It is being brought to the state by
the Kentucky Anti-Tuberculosis
association which hopes through
its educational influence to awaken
throughout the state a greater inter-
est in the fight against tuberculosis
and to impress upon the people in
every county, including our own,
that there is a great opportunity
and a great duty in this effort to
stamp out the great "white plague,"
consumption. '-
In the last few years yellow fever
has lost its terrors, and tuberculosis
will doubtless also cease to be a
source of dread when the priople
have been taught how to fight it and
how to prevent it.
This exhibit, whioh is conducted
by the National association for the
prevention and study of tuberculosis,
consists of charts, photographs,
models of rooms and tents for the
care of patients. and models of san-
tiariums and shacks for out-door
treatment together with many other
displays, showing how tuberculosis
is combatted by the open air treat-
ment. In an adjoining hall lecture
illustratod by stereopticon views
will be delivered throughout the day
and various other lectures will be
delivered by prominent physicians
at other points in Louisville during
kts exhibition in that city. No
admission will be charged and halls
will be open all day.
Consumption, according to all
authorities now-a-days, is not here-
ditary but is communicated through
4arelessness from one victim to the
k,est of the family and, if taken in
time, it can under proper treatment
be cured. To show to the people of
this state, where one in seven of us
die of tuberculosis of the lungs, that
this dread disease can be cured, and
to teach them how to keep others
from taking it, is the object of bring-
ing this exhibit to Louisville, which
is to cost the Kentulloy Anti-Tuber-
culosis association about seven hun-
dred dollars. The exhibit includes
rao feature objectionable to tho most
fastidious taste, nothing whatever
of danger to any one and is intended
primarily for well people, not for
those infected with tuberculosis.
According to present plans it will be
opened in Luuisville on January
10th.
On the opening day there will be
held in Louisville a meeting of all
the county health officers to co-
operate with, the Kentucky associa-
tion and meetings of the various
county boards of health will be held
during the week for the discussion
of tuberculosis nd to assist in the
spreading of a great work.
CERTAIN RESULTS.
Many a Hopkinsville Cttizen Knows
How Sure They Are.
N4thing uncertain about the work
of Doan's Kidney Pills in Hopkins-
ville. There is plenty of positive
proof of this. Such evidence should
convince the most skeptical sufferer.
Read the following statement:
L. R. Woolfolk, 427 South Main
street, Madisonville, Ky., says: "I
highly recommend Doan's Pills as
being a reliable remedy for the kid-
neys. I have tested them thorough-
ly during the past two years and
they to just what is claimed for
thern. I have had severe attacks of
backache during the past two years.
Often when I sat down and went to
get up, sharp twinges of pain caught
me in the back. I also suffered so
in the mornings it was almost im-
possible for me to stoop over to put
my shoes on. When these attacks
were at their height, I was induced
to try Doan's Pills through reading
the statements of parties here in
town. They gave me relief from the
first and soon cured the attacks.
Since then, whenever I feel any
symptoms of a recurrence, I resort
to the use of Doan's Kidney Pills
and they have never failed to ward
off the trouble. When away on my
trips I carry a box with me and I
take a few doses now and again to
keep the kidneys in good condition.
Doan's Pills is the best remedy I
ever used and I cheerfully give
them my endorsement.
''or sale by all dealers. Price, 50c,
4r-Milburrt Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
vents for the United States
'ler the name—Doan's—and
CICY NEW ERA.
=te.
What Do 'They Cure7
The above question is often asked con-
cerning Dr. Pierce's two leading medi-
cines, "Golden Medical Discovery" and
"Favorite Prescription."
The answer is that "Golden Medical
Discovery" is a most potent alterative or
blood-purifier, and tonic or invigorator
and acts especially favorably in a cura-
tive way upon all the mucous lining sur-
faces, as of the nasal passages, throat,
bronchial tubes, stomach, bowels and
bladde uri ng a large per cent. of catar-
rhal c s 'hether e disease affects the
nasal pa ties, the t sat, larynx, bron-
chia, stomac as cat I dyspepsia),
bowels.( as m oi bladder,
uterus or ot'u.2.r vie org in
I. 0, PS ci 
• ccessful In affect.
W.
f Tamer •
i.Nri •
Is : potVer u yet gen y ct ng nv • at.
ing tonic and nervine. For weak worn-
out, over-worked women—no matter what
has caused the break-down, "Favorite
Prescription " will be found most effective
In building up the strength. regulating
the womanly functions, subduing pain
and bringing about a healOy, vigorous
condition of the whole system.
A book of particulars wraps each bottle
giving the formulte of both medicines and
quoting what scores of eminent med-
ical authors, whose works ar,e consulted
by physicians of all the schools of practice
as guides in prescribing, say of each in-
gredient entering into these medicines.
The words of praise bestowed.on the
several ingredients entering into Doctor
Pierce's medicines by such writers should
have more weight than any amount of
non - professional testimonials, because
such men are writing for the guidance of
their medical brethren and know whereof
they speak.
Both medicines are non-alcoholic, non-
secret, and contain no harmful habit-
forming drugs, being composed of glyceric
extracts of the roots of native, American
medicinal forest plants They are both
sold by dealers in medicine. You can't
afford to accept as a substitute for one of
these medicines of known composition,
any secret nostrum.
Dr. Pierce's Pellets, small. sugar-coated,
easy to take as candy, regulate and in-
vigorate stomach, and bowels.
Proclamation
of Reward
Commonwealth of Kentucky
Executive Department.
WHEREAS, it has been made
known to the undersigned governor
of the commonwealth of Kentucky
that during the night of December
6-7, 1907, a large number of unknown
persons were confederated and band-
ed together for the purpose of in-
timidating alarming and disturbing
persons in Christian county and the
city of Hopkinsville, Ky., and for
the purpose of molesting, injuring
and destroying property of other
persons and-corporations and in pur-
suance of that conspiracy a large
band of unk'nown persons, armed
and masked and going by night to
avoid being discovered and identi-
fied in their crime, entered, invaded
and attacked the city of Hopkins-
vine, Christian county, set fire to
warehouses and other buildings,
fired into homes, shot and seriously
wounded one citizen and assaulted
and injured another, and injury re-
sulted to the person and property
of other person and corpora-
tions by reason of said unlawful
acts, said unknown persons then
fled from justice and are still at
large;
AND WHEREAS, Such con-
duct is denounce by the stat-
utes of Kentucky as a felony and
the perpetrators of such crimes
should be brought speedily to jus-
tice and made to suffer the penal-
ties of the law;
NOW THEREFORE BE IT
KNOWN, That by virtue of the
authority vested in me by law,
I do hereby offer a reward of
Five Hundred Dollars for the
apprehension and conviction of ev-
ery person who participated in the
said raid upon the city of Hopkins-
ville.
SEAL.
IN TESTIMONY
WHEREOF, I have
hereunto set my
hand and caused the
Great Seal of the
commonwealth to be affixed.
Done at Frankfort, this the twenty-
fourth day of December, A. D. 1907.
AUGUSTUS.E. WILLSON.
By the Governor:
. ;H. V. McCHESNEY,
$ Secretary of State.
By W. F. GRAYOT,
Assistant Secretary of State
Before anaemic
people use
Scott 's
Emulsion
their blood is thin
and starved, their
general health poor,
and their spirits
depressed.
After they use
Scott 's
Emulsion
their blood is rich
and abundant, their
general health ex-
cellent and their
spirits bouyant.
An druggists 50c. and $1.00.
SEVENTEEN CAUGHT
WHILE BEING INSTRUCTED IN
THE USE OF 11-4 STILETTO
"Black Hand" School is Raided in
Philadelphia and Every Inmate
Landed in Jail.
PITTSBURG, Pa., Dec. 27.-
While they were absorbed in receiv-
ing instructions on the exact; spot
into which to plunge a stiletto tp in-
sure instant death, seventeen w9uld-
be Black Hand assassins and l,heir
two instructors were surprised 1Ved-
nesday afternoon in a large under-
ground cavern in this city by more
than two score detectives. The raid
was planned by the Pittsburg police,
assisted by detectives from all parts
of the United States.
After a desperate battle the nine-
teen Black Handers were overpow-
ered and landed in cells. The police
believe the raid will break up the
organization not only in Pittsburg,
but all over the country.
The detectives learned first that
the headquarters of the Black Hand
was at 37 Clay alley. From the ap-
pearance of the front of the place, it
would be taken for a restaurant.
Under a table in the kitchen was
found a trap door leading down a
flight of stairs into a large cavern,
not only under the building at No.
37 Clay alley, but under several oth-
ers. Leading from this cavern was
a long underground passage, con-
necting with Clay alley, and from
which the members of the Black
Hand had reckoned to make their
escape if ever surprise.d.
All of these things were discover-
ed during the past two weeks by De-
tectives Angle, Aymer and others,
who had become members of the
Black Hand to secure the informa-
tion. Wednesday afternoon had
been selected for the raid, and more;
than fifty detectives, led by, Capt.
McGough were on hand. Officers
were stationed by every exit, Includ-
ing the secret passage.
Toe 17 new members of the order
were found lined up, all of them
naked to the waist, and each armed
with a stiletto. As the poll( el enter-
d1two older members and i struct-
ors, Vincenzo Toyo and ntonio
Nic,,ls, were pointing out )on the
back of one naked man the place to
drive the knife.
In the room was a dummy, upon
which the class took turns prac-
tice, and everywhere about t e wall
were drawings of assassinations,
bleeding hearts with daggers thrust
through them, and everywhere
the words "Camoristi Manora"
(Black Hand Society.)
When the detectives burst into the
place every one of the 19 occupants
had a stiletto. No word was spoken
but at a sign they charged the police
as one man. Each officer had a
drawn revol* er in his hand. The
Italian detectives, using language of
their countrymen, demanded the in-
stant suriender. Instead the19 made
a rush for the narrow underground
passage. The officers allowed them
to file into the passageway, for a
dozen detectives were stationed in
the other end with drawn revolvers.
As the Black Handers made their
appearance in the end of the pass-
age each one was overpowered and
thrown into one of a half dozen wait-
ing patrol wagons. All were safely
taken to central station.
FOR SALE.
The following farms lying in Chris§
tiau county, Ky.:
1 One of the best producing farms
in Christian county. An average of
1,400 pounds of tobacco and 26 bu.
wheat per acre made on this farm
last year. Lies N miles from Hop-
kinsville on pike. Contains 233
acres. Cheap at the price.
2 180 acrf3s (if unimproved land
adjoining the above described 233
acre tract. This land is well fenced
and water accessible.
3 400 acre, well improved and in
high state of cultivation, within 15
minute drive of Hopkinsville on
good pike. Ideal home.
4 277 7-10 acres, well improved,
new buildings, stables, etc., lying
about b3 miles from Hopkinsville.
A complete farm and highly produc-
tive.
Tract No. 3. :7734 acres lying in
church Hill neighborhood. Six
room dwelling, barn, stable, new
fences,etc. A bargain.
Tract No. 7. Farm of 106 acres
lying on Buttermilk road, 7 miles
from Hopkinsville pike extends
within 34 mile of farm, 50 acres good
timber and balance fresh land. .New
dwelling, stable and barn, barn cap-
acity for 20 acres tobacco. Good
well and fine orchard.
WOOD & WOOD,
Real Estate Agents.
Hopper Block.
41:7/ 3r1.
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Just
Soending
Less than you earn is the whole phil-
osophy of saving and independence.
It's habit-.-a habit you can form just
as certainly as the one of spending
every dollar you make. We will ap-
preciate your account Imo matter how
small and
We Pay Every Dollar Back
With 3 per Cent Interest
r 11 griERCIALISAYBIGS BANIe
BuIE'gnixG HOPKINSVILLE, 
Christmas
oney.
There is no better way to spend it than for the
useful things of life, such as we carry in stock,
and will offer a few timely suggestions. You can
make no mistake if you spend your money with
J. T. Wall & Co. Railroad fares refunded as
scheduled by the Merchants Association, o
which we are members.
Suits Overcoats
Leggins Fine Shoes
Suit Cases Night Robes
Dress Shirtsil Underwear
Fancy Hose Collars
Suspenders Fancy Vests
Appreciative Presents
Raincoats
Trunks
Pajamas
Umbrellas
Gloves
Come and Look Over Our Stock
J. 1. WALL 86 COMPANY
The House That Always Makes Good
I J D. RUSSELL, NO,
— 
....--.- ..
....
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TELEPHONES
LONG
DISTANCE
TELEPEQN
The Cumberland
Telephone &
Telegraph Co
(Incorporated)
Continues to grow—has now con-
nected with the Hopkinsville
switch board more subscribers
than ever before in its history.
Free Country Service to sub-
scribers.
Long Distance Connection.
TELEPHONESZNSTALLED :ON SHORT NOTICE.
 -Ng
SWEEKLY KENTUCKY NEW ERA
•
AY NOW Eta.
4)UBLISHED B -
• WOOD, eroprietor.
SuRD'u, 16 'w se? 7TH, ST.
mood, •- - - Editor
1.00 A YEAR.
at the Postotfice in Ho-
Second-Class Matter.
ubscription Rates.
year 
 
$5.00
)e months  1.26
week 
 
.10
er year 
 
1.00
,er six months.  .50
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Advertising Rates.
lent advertising must be paid
.dvance.
-gem for yearly advertisements
3 collected quarterly.
advertisements inserted with-
escified time will be charged
411 ordered out.
.notncements for Marriages and
ths, not exceeding five lines, anu
_-__ces of preaching published gratis.
Obituary Notices, Resolutio ns o
Respect, and other similar no tices
five cents per line.
Court Directory.
CIRCUIT COURT-First Monday in
June and fourth Monday: in LFebru-
ary and September.
QUARTERLY COURT-Second Mon-
days in January, April, July and
October.
FISCAL COURT-First Tuesday in
April and October.
COUNTY CouRT-First Monday in
every month.
••••=11
A PREDICTION.
A lawyer who has been a regular
a tendant on the Powers trial, and
who is neither connected with the
prosecution nor the defense, sizes the
situation up in this way: The strong-
est evidence produced in any of his
trials of the guilt of Powers has
been adduced at this trial, and he
thinks that a verdict of death should
be given, but a hung jury,. on politi-
cal lines, will most likely be the
result., Then he thinks that Powers
will demand another trial im-
mediately, swear Judge Morris off
the bench, . Gov. Willson will be
called on to appoint a special judge,
an application for bail win be made
and granted and that swill be the
end of it. This is a pretty plausible
program. Past it in your hat and
see if it is not carried out.-Frank-
fort Journal.
The prediction that a reduction of
wages must follow the fin/weird
is and that commodities will go
lowts4s the feature of .his annual
A. •
review Of btrairek • lieiery Clews.
Agriculture, the banker thinks, will
not suffer much. The condition of
tbe farmer at present is good. Man-
ufacturers, however, are bound to
suffer. General retrenchment will
follow the financial depression, re-
stricting demand, and lower prices
must come. This will necessitate a
reduction in the cost of production.
Clews says: "Labor may choose to
resist this tendency by holding up
the rate of wsges as long as possibls,
but the natural law will assert it-
self, and both commodities and
wages mnst accept their share of the
inevitable rednction." Clews closes
with the prediction that better times
will follow.
NIGHT RIDER VISIT
News from several sources has
reached here to the effect that Ira
Wills, a well-known farmer, who
resides between Roaring Springs and
Cadiz, was visited Friday sight by
Night Riders. He was called ti the
cloor of his home by a masked gang,
and it was demanded of him that he
should annul a contract which he
had made with a negro cropper to
work on a farm in 1908. Mr. Wills
Is a man of bravery and pluck, and.
despite the number of fiooded and
threatening men who surrounded
him, he refused absolutely to com-
ply with their wishes and indig-
nantly ordered them off of his farm.
He told them he had made a chn-
tract with the colored man and
would not under any circumstances
break it, and that there weuld be
serious trouble for some of the
Night Riders if they attempted to
Interfere with him. .The gang left.
It is stated Abat Mr. Wills pos-
• Pee eight of the- hand
OT ANY STRIKERSAINED IN WEDLOCK!
EARLINGTON, Ky.. Jan. 1.-St.
Bernard mines are wrating a full
force.
NEBO, Ky., Jan. 1 ,---Rosecreek
shines are not affected by strike COUN t'Y COUPLES WED.
orn 0.
STURGIS, Ky., Jan. 1. -The West
Kentucky Coal Co's mine is running
as usual.
MADISONVILLE, Ky., Jan. 1.-- Mr. William Fourquean and Mi,s
Union officials claim between 900 Katie Childress were married last
and 1,000 men have struck and that night at the home of the bride's
the most complete tie up is in Webs- parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Childress
ter county. Mine owners say all the west of the city. Quite a large nem-
mines in all four of the counties are ber of invited guests were present
working as usual. and the ceremony was solemnized
by Rev. W. T. Miller, of the
Methodist church. After the
wedding a sumotuous supper was
served to the bridal party. The
attendants were Miss Otis Chil-
dress, a sister of the bride and Mr.
Turner Fourquean, a cousin of the
groom. The cosple will reside on
-the groom's farm near Gracey.
Mr Fourquean formerly lived near
Jamestown, Virginia, where he
farmed on an extensive scale. The
bride is one of the most popular and
charming young ladles of Christian
county.
There was no sign of a strike this
morning at the mines of the Empire
Coal & Mining company, at Empire,
in this county. When the whistle
blew for the men to go to the mines,
every man Went as usual _and today
the full force is at work. The man-
agement of the-mine stated over the
phone this morning that no trouble
whatever was expected.
Proclamation
of Rewardi
JAUARY•TERM, 1908.
January 1st, .1908.
State of Kentucky, SS.Christian County.
WHEREAS, it has been made
known to the undersigned Judge of
the Christian County Ccurt, that
during the night of December 6-7
1907, a large number of unknown
persons were confederated and
banded together for the purpose of
intimidating, alarming and disturb-
ing persons of Christian County and
the City of Hopkinsville. Ky., and
for the purpose of molesting, injur-
in; and destroying property of other
persons and corporations, and in
pursuance of that conspiracy a large
band of unknown persons, armed
and masked, and going by night to
avoid being discovered and identi-
fied in their crime, entered, invaded
and attacked the City of Hopkins-
vile, Christian County, Ky., set fire
to warehouses and other buildings,
fired into homes, shot and seriously
wounded one person and assaulted
and injured another, and injury re-
sulted to the person and property of
other persons and corporations by
reason of said unlawful acts, said
unknown persons then fled from jus-
tice and are still at large;
ANDATHEREAS, such conduct
is detssunced by the Statutes of Ken-
tuY.y, as a felony and the perpetra-
tc.rs of such crimes should be
brought speedily to justice and made
to suffer the penalties of the law;
AND WHEREAS, His Excel-
lency, Augustns E. Willson, Gover-
nor of Kentucky, by virtue of ,the
power vested in him, under the -law
in such cases made and provided,
has issued a proclamation of reward
for the apprehension and conviction
of every person who participated in
the said raid upon the said City of
Hopkinsville, Kentucky;
NOW THEREFORE BE IT
KNOWN, that by virtue of the au-
thority vested in me by law, as a
supplement to the reward offered by
His Excellency, I do hereby offer a
reward of TWO HUNDRED DOL-
LARS for the apprehension and
conviction of each and every person
who participated in the said raid
upou the said city of Hopkinsville,
Kentucky.
IN TESTIMONY
SEAL WHEREOF, I have
hereunto set my hand,
and caused the seal of the County to
be affixed. Done at Hopkinsville,
Ky., this the first day of January,
1908.
CHAS. 0. PRO WSE, Judge,
Christian county, Kentucky
Attest
G. L. CAMPBELL, Clerk.
Christian County Court-Kentucky.
CONDENSED STATEMEN
of the condition of the
BANK OF HOPKINSVILLE
at the Close of Business
Dec. 31st, 1907.
RESOURCES.
Loans and Discounts $360,403.64
Banking House • 23,000.00
Stocks and Bonds 
 51,000.00
Cash and Sight Exchange  110,210.91
$5.14,614.55
LIABILI VIES.
Capital Stock. s  $100,000.00
Surplus Fund.  36,000.00
Undivided Profits 
 1,867.06
Due Depositors 
 824,061.76
Due Other Banks 
Dividends Unpaid 
Dividend No. 85, this d
'i-discounts 
POPULAR YOUNG' CARISTIAN
(From ThurK.lay'N. Daily)
Simple Remedy for La Grippe.
La Grippe coughs are dangerous
as they frequently develop into pneu..
monis. Foley's Honey and Tar not
only stops the cough but heals and
strengthens the lungs so that no se-
rious results need be feared. The
genuine Foley's Honey and Tar con-
tains no harmful drugs find is in a
yellow package. Refuse substitutes
L. A. JOHNSON & CO.
open on January 7th. 
DOGWOOD NOTES.
Christmas, with its usual round of
festivities, has come and gone. The
yoUng folks of this community en-
joyed thet»selves to the greatest ex-
tent. Severn1 entertainments were
given and they were etijoyed by all.
MMisses yers Fruit and Hallie
Clark left Monday.. for Bowling
Green, where they will. attend the
State Nunn/Li 'school..
• Miss Stella West has been sick for
the past week.
Capt. and Mrs'. E. W. Clark spent
a part of the holidays with his moth-
er, Mrs. G. W. Clark.
Misses Bernard King and Lena
Foster, of your city, spent part of
Christmas in this neighborhood.
Best wishes to the New Era for a
happy and prosperous New Year.
``RAsTus."
FOR REN r -Office rooms upstairs.
d5t M. D. BOALES.
Condensed Statement
-OF THE,
First National Bank,
At opki nsville,
in tip. State of Kentucky,
-AT CLOSE OF Bust NEss-
DeCe her 31st, 1907.
Due from U. S.
RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts..... $289,162.84
Overdrafts 
 1,152.28
Banking House, Furniture
and Fixtures 
 22,227.50
U. S. Bonds to Secure Cir-
culation 
 75,000.00
Other Bonds . 3,000 00
Caall and Cash
Items .. $42,678.18
South Kentucky College will r( Due from Banks. 45.616.78
Treas 4,127.50-92,322.44
U. S. Bonds (to secure U.
S. deposits) 
 50,000.00
Taal 
 $612,655.06
Bank of Crofton I LIABILITIES
Quarterly Report
of the
at the close of business on the
31st Day of December, 1907
RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts $ 50,706 3S
Overdrafts, secured 30)2
Due from Nation-
al Banks ... $ 1,417.96
Due from State
Banks and
Bankers 
 19,960.53 21,37.49
Banking House and Lot... 3,500.00
Mortgages 2,83b.00
Other stocks and bonds . 9,645.70
Specie $4,004.92
Currency 
 8,778,00 12,782 92
Total $100.754.96
LIABILITIES
Capital stock paid
cash 
Surplus Fund 
Undivided Profits
Deposits subject to
check (on which in-
terest is not paid) $55,785.65
Time certificates of
deposit (on which
interest is paid 27,510.00 83,295 55
_
$100,754.96
SUPPLEMENTARY.
Highest amount of indebtedness of
any stockholder, person,company or
firm (including in the liability of the
company or firm the liability of the
individual members thereef) direct
or indirectly, if such indebtedness
exceeds 20 per cent. of capital stock
actually paid in, and actual amount
of surplus of the bank  $6,000.00
How is indebtenness stated in
above item 1 secured? Well secur-
ed by personal security.
Highest amount of indebtedness of
any director or officer, if amount of
such indebtedness exceeds 10 per
cent. of paid-up capital stock of
bank 000
Dbes amount of indebtedness of
an person, company or firm includ-
ing in the liability of the company
or firm the liability of the individ-
ual members thereof, exceed 30 per
cent. of paid-up capital and Achill'
surplus') 
 No
Amount of last dividend. $450.00
Were all expenses, losses, interests
and taxes deducted therefrom before
deciaring dividend, and was not less
than 10 per cent. of net profits of the
bank for the period covered by the
dividend carried to the surplus fund
before said dividend was declared?
 'Yes
in, in
 $ 15.000.00
1,s00.00
 • 209.41
State'of Kentucky
County of Christian ç S8
J. Y. Crabtree, cashier of t h e
Klank of Crofton, a bank located
Mut doing business at No. - Main
street in the town of Crofton, in
said county, being duly sworn, says
the foregoing report is in all respects
a true statement of the condition of
the said bank, at the close of busi-
ness on the 31st day of Dec, 1907, to
the best of his knowledge and.bellef ;
and further says that.the business of
said bank has been transacted at
the location named, and not else-
where; and that the above report is
made in compliance with an official
notice received from the Secretary .1r_
of State designating the 31st day of W
Dec., 1907, as the day On Which such •
report shall be made.
J. Y. Crabtree, Cashier.
A. B. Croft, Director.
0. A. West, Director41,421.73 R. W. Trotter, Director.
Capital . .. .. ... ...... $ 75,000.00
Surplus and Undivided
Profits  . 
 26,000.00.
Reserved for Taxes 
 1,233.72
Circulation... .. 
 75,000.00
Due' Banks . . . . .....  
 319 83
Due Depositors 
 286,774.36
Re-discounts 
 46,105.00
Dividends Unpaid ....  
 421.65
Dividend No. 35, this day,
HEARTS ARE JOINED
(From Wednesday's Daily)
Mr. Thomas Jones and Miss Mat-
tie Sue Browning, one if the most
popular young couriles in South
Christian society, will be married
today in 'Nashville, Ten n
.The happy couple left this morn-
ing over the Louisville & Nashville
'railroad for the Tenneessee city
which is to he their Gretn.1 Green.
They were preceded on an earlier
train by Mr. Emmett Jones, whose
skill and
-grace in looking after the
details of a wedding ceremony have
often been provEd. It was planned
to have the nuptial service said by
the Rev. Dr. E. L. Southgate. Mr.
and Mrs. Jones will leave for an ex-
tensive trip to Memphis, New
Orleans and other southern points
of interest, after which they will re-
turn home to seek parental blessings
on the union.
The bride is a lovely young lady
and highly accomplished and a
daughter of Mr. J. A. Browning of
the Church Hill vicinity. The bride-
groom isa bright and worthy gentles
man and businessi man and a son of
Mr. Geor
Ky., and M
ried last ev(
-bride's mot
was a quiet
friends and
ceremony, v
Rev. Graves
left at 7:06 o
for their futi
-Clarks/Vint
Four
Comm
Hopt
Decembe
RE.
Bills discounts
Overdrafts.. .
Furniture and
Due from Bard.
Cash and Cash
LIA.1
Capital Stook..
Surplus 
Undivided Prof
Dividends Unpa
Mr. Ed Jones, of the Rich neigbor- Dividend No. 3,
hood. this day decl
Bills Rediscount
Deposits 
Condensed Semi-Annual
Statement
PLANTERS BANK
& TRUST CO.
(Incorporated)
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
December 31st, 1907
RESOURCES
Loans and discounts. $283,886.32
Mortgages 
 13,153.67
Stocks and Bonds...  5,250.00
Ovf rdrafts 2,207.27
Office Furniture and Fix-
tures 
 6,1)00.00
Banking House 
 22,300.00
Cash 
 $71,605.32
Due from Bank 29,247. 52 100,852.84
$433,950.10.
LIABILITIES.
Capital stock . .... $100,000.00
Surplus Fund • 15,000.00
Undivided Profits... . .  3,000.00
Unpaid Dividends 15.00
Dividend No. 61, this. day. 3,000.00
Rediscounts 
 73,000.00
Due Bankers 
 1,111.12
Individual Deposits 
 238,823.98
4 ",; 
 3,000.00 
Total - 
$433,950.10
JOHN B . TRICE , Cashier.
ip
•
•
•9
•
•
264.00 Subscribed and sworn to before
4(000.00 me by J. Y. erabtreelthe 31st day
I',000.00 of Dee.. 147 "*"'"'; Neg. gioNygoa•--•-.1
_
 $512,855.06 Amount of Trust Business
THOS. W. LONG, Cashier this date . $312,589.25
GUS T. 131.
CONDENSEI
of the com
City]
Hopkinsv
at the close
December .
Ass
Loans ......
Bonds. 
Banking House an
Real Estate for Dot
Debt in Suit 
Office Furniture an
tures 
Cash and Exchangs
Clearings 
Sight Exchange 
Liabilit
Capital stock.
Surplus 
Contingent fund 
Bills Rediscounted...
Dividend No.55 this d
Deposits 
Due to banks 
W. T. TANI
1111,000••••••••••••••••••••••••••11111100111••••11
Winter Necessities
Greatly Reduct
1-4 011
All Men's
and Boy's
Overcoats
-.1,616:111M
All Fine Chase
Plush Laprot es
wor1106 to $15
14 011
All Comforts
worth $2 to
$3.50
14 011
All Wool
Blankets, worl
$5 to $6
1-2
Off all Ladies
Tailored Suits
wth 12.50 to $30
1-4
off all La. al
Child. Cloal
wth $6 to
Choice Of all Ladies Raincoats, worth $10.00 to $12,50,For
Choice Of all Ladies Satin Rubber Raincoats, worth -$22.50 for  SI
• /
•
0
0
0
a1 AlidPrc
1. A
Here's to a Prosperous New Year, 1908! The Fir st Opportunity.
MIMS
Just For Two Days Only-w•-Saturday and Monday
One A/
Fourth
Off
25 per Cent Discount on all Men's, Boys ands.
Young Men's Suits, Overcoats, Raincoats, or Extra Trousers.
Nothing Reserved, this includes all Blacks, Blues, Fancies and Solid Colors; as follows:
Men's and Boys Odd Pants
Such well know makes as Surchbra, R: Sik W., Mayfield and
other good makes
$2.00 Mayfield Pants $1.50
2.50 Custom Made, 1.88
3.00 66 " 2.25
3.50
4.00
4.50
5.00
6.00
7.50
46
66
66
66
66 66
66 66
2.62
3.00
3.38
3.75
4.50
5.88
Corduroy Pants and Suits
I 7E For English Corduroy Suits, form-3.1 er prjce $16.50
c for English Cordtgoy Suits, forme •9.I7U price 12.50
1 7E for good English Corduroy Suits,. I U former price 10.00.
4.75 forricegr.;:10.Corduroy Suits, former
37E for Boy's good Corduroy Suits,,. former price 5.00.
&nE for Boy's good Corduroy Suits,Li/ former price 4.00
Men's and Boy's Heavy-Weight Underwear at New Year
Prices for Two Days Only.
DON'T FORGET, MEN, COLD 'WEATHER IS COMING, SO GET READY.
39c for Men's Heavy Sanitary Flecced, reduced from 50c.
38c for Men's Heavy Ribbed and Fleeced, none better, was 50c.
19c for Boy's Heavy Sanitary Fleeced, sold everywhere at 30c.
39c for 1:o'ys Ribbed and Flecced Musings Union Suits.
19c for good gray ribbed and Fleeced Union Suits, worth 25c. Copyright 1907 ,oy
Hart Schaffner & Mary
Men's and Young Men's Suits and
Overcoats at One-Fourth Off
$22.50 Any Suits, Overcoats, Raincoats worth, $30.00
18.75 64 66
16.88
15.00
13.50 66 66 46 46 ,
12.38
11.25
9.38
7.30
5.88
64
46
66
64
66
66
66
46
66
66
•
66
66
66
64
66
66
66
64
66
66
44
66
66
66
25.50
22.50
11$ 20.00
18.50
16.50
15.00
12.50
10.00
7.50
Boy's Knee Pants Suits I
All sizes from 3 to 17 years, at
the following Reductions.
$2.62
$3.00
$1,88 44 46 66
$2 46 66 .25 
66
66 44 66 46
66
„ 46
if 66
64 
66
66
66 
 
 4.00 
3.50
 2.50
 3.00
$1.50 for BOYS KNEE PANTS SUITS, wortn  $2.00
$3.38 64 66 66 44 6/ 
 4.50
Ladies' Cloaks.
Your last chance to get a Cloak at a price less
than the cost of manufacturing.
$3.95
Ladies' Ready-Made Skirts.
Half-Price
50 Ladies' Skirts of Panama Serge, Batiste and
fancy Worsted.
For Ladies' Cloak, 50 inches long, velvet collars $2.50 Quality at
and velvet trimmings, colors tan, black, red and 3 )()
brown. 'Regular price $6.50. 3 50
4.00
500
6.50$4.75
For choice of Ladies' black and tan 50 inch Coats,
loose back, worth $7.50.
$7.50
Your choice of any Ladies' loose or tight fitting,
50 inch coats, former price $12.50 and $10.00.
Rain Coats.
$25.00 Quality Rubberized Taffeta, 
.18.50 "
16.50 and 15.00 (4 
Ci
......
12.50 Quality Satin , 
$16.50
12.50
10.00
8,00
Choice For $6.50
Pick and choice of any Ladies' Skirt in the house
that will fit you, except Voile Shirts. Former prices
7,50 to 12.50.
Voile Shirts
And Silk Pettecoats Reduced.
$ 5.00 to 7.50 Skirts at 
9,75 Skirts to 
12.50 " " 
15.00 and 16.50 Skirts to 
Saturday, Jan. 4th
Monday, Jan. 6th
This is less than the cost of material.
 $125
. 50
1.7S
Ji 3.25
 2,00
 2.50
 
 $ 3.75
7.00
8.00
10,00
1'
•
r-- -
sen-
pastor. Interment in Riverside
cemetery.
Dr. Eager was a member of an old
and excellent American family of
English-Scotch origin. He was
born in Jefferson county, Mississip-
pi, July 1848, and his life to early
Plaanhood was spent in Jefferson and
Hinds counties. His education was
obtained at Oakland College, near
Rodney, and at Mississippi College,
at Clinton, Miss. He was graduated
in Cincinnati, 0., at the (hio Col-
lege of Dental Surgeons VI 1872 as
iledietorian of his clais. lie was
in 1877 from the Louis-
ostrical college. IT.r&diately
/graduating lie 16cated near
1/14eire he practiced his professienStesd in Christian county,
Aour years. In 1881 he moved to
\Ilopkinsvilla and three months
Itkerwards was appointed second
askz,tant physician of the Western
Kent: ky Asylum for the Insane,
e superintendency of the
es Rodman. When Dr.
under
late Di. J
Rodman retired in 1889, and Dr. B.
W. Stone was appointed superin-
tendent, Dr. Eager was promoted to
first assistant physician in which ca-
pacity he served until April 9, 1896
when he resigned and reentered
general practice in Hopkinsville. In
May, 1904 he wept to Louis'ii.ile to
assume charge of Beechurst satsita-
num and, cn account of his health,
retired from that institution October
1, 190d.
Dr.; Eager was :married June 21,
118813, tl Miss Carrie Downer, a sister
of Mi. J. W. Downer of this city.
Mrs. Eager and thrre children., Ben
jamin F., Jr.', Louise and Henry I.
Downer, survive him. There are
three brothers surviving, Rev. Geo.
P.. Eager, of the Southern Baptist
"heological Seminary at Louisville,
*.ev..Dr. John H. Eager, for many
ail-a/Baptist missionary in Italy,
i'now residing in Baltimore; and
f. P. H. Eager, of Clinton, 'Miss.
living sisters are Mrs. t. P. Trot-
.f Hettiesburg, Miss., and Mrs.
Joiner, of ,Ciscot Tex.
Married in Clarksville.
Queen Buchanan and Mr.
lition were jojned in matri-
iursday night in Clarksville,
he bride is an attractiNe
y and has been the efil-
distance operator of the
lephone company. The
ridegroom is the popular
' the Manhattan res tau
alwaok
WEEKLY it _KNI(j Y NEV ERA.
EABLII IS DEAD.
RINGS OVER AFTER ILL-
S OF LONG DURATION.
ved Physician, Skilled Alienist
I Noble Christian Gentleman
—Funeral Here Sunday.
'rom Saturday's Daily)
injamiu F. Eager died this
at his home in Louisville.
telligence of his death
by telegrams to rela-
nds and, although he
lit from Hopkitisville a
ears, the entire com-
a sense of deep grief
, lose.
the gums caused death
suffered intensely. His
la though he was in the
is usefulness, was well
.utifully rounded, boa-
ever helpful, and he died
3rfect faith of the Chris-
vn of life.
Id not speak of -his charac-
career save in terms of
eulogy. His was a life
wi.th gifts and graces unus-
)e, and he was a man above
h. His spotless Christianity,
tcere and active devotion to
cm he cause of his Master,
. ,aine above all else.
lienist, during his extended
'the Western asylum, and
al practitioner, he render-
ity a blessing by his splen-
His eminence and success
aimunity in these relations
well known for comment,
md all estimate is the good
oomSlished during these years
Ave service; of lives saved, df
as restored to health by his
ssional care, and of hearts
•ed and made brighter by the
line of his lovely life. To his
ived family and relatives, the
tfe15 sympathy of all who knew
ilbetenderly goes out.
The body will be brought to Hop-
tkinsville tonight and the funeral will
:4 take place tomorrow morning at 10:30
at the Baptist church of which, dur-
ing his residence herJe,he was a most
active and faithful member and for
yesibrs the chairman of its board of
ileo.00ns.
services will be conducted hy
r Rev. J. N. Prestridge, of Louisville,
7 
-Aroys
g the
friction: from ,.
wear °lat.,. -roaas, 
•e ilie
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_ an any other r Utica
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DELIGHTFUL EVENT
WAS THE MASONIC CELEBRA-
TION OF ST. JOHN'S DAY
A Large Crowd Attended, There Was
Much to Eat and Oratory Was
An Important Feature.
(From Saturday's Daily)
The celebration of St. John's Day
by the Masonic lodge last night was
of the most delightful occasions
which has contributed to the happi-
ness of Hopkinsville people for a
long time. The program, with the
exception of the election of officers,
was open to the guests of the lodge,
these including the wives and daugh-
ters of the members and those who
had been invited. The invitations
were accepted by quite a number of
ladies and several members from
neighboring lodges, especially Ca-
diz and Crofton, were present.
The lodge met in their hall in the
Planters Bank & Trust Co.. building
at six o'clock and elected officers.
Then the doors were thrown open to
the guests and at 7:30 A. S. Cox de-
livered the welcome address which
was responded to by Mayor Meach-
am. The public installation of offi-
cers then took place after which the
company adjourned to the armory
whe:e a ;most sumptuous banquet
had been spread by the ladies of the
lodge. The long tables fairly groan-
ed under the weight of good things
and Rev. Millard A. Jenkens, the I but the two hundred and some odd
guests soon lightened the load. At
this banquet much oratory was un-
corked and until; a late ,hour some
of the best after dinner speakers in
the city made happy talks. The
program was:
Bats—Rev. H. Clay Smith.
Scattering Remarks—Rev. Geo. C.
Abbitt. •
Masonry and Church—Rev. C. H.
H. Branch.
Masonry and Childhood—Rev.- A.
C. Biddle.
Masonry-J. T. Hanbery.
Easter.' Star—Rev. J. M. Rasnake.
Another very entertaining address
was that of Judge john D. Shaw, of
Cadiz.
The committee of ladies who were
in charge of the banquet were Mes-
dames Isaac Hart, J. T. Wall, H. L.
Hayden, F. G. Petre. S. Sacks, J. B.
Galbreath and Geo. M. Clark.
Officers for the lodge for the en-
suing year, were elected as follows:
G. W. Carloss,
H. L. Hayden, Senior Warden.
W. E. Gray, Junior Warden.
J. B. Galbreath, Treasurer.
P. H. Parker. Secretary.
W. R Wicks, Senior Deacen.
Jas. R. Morris, Junior Deacon.
• W. R. Pauley, Tyler.
W. W. Littlefield and
Stewards.
Isaac Hart,
COMPANY OF MILITIA
Gen. Johnston Wants One Organized
at Paducah.
PADUCAH, Ky., Dec. 28.—Plans
for the organization of a military
company in Paducah were net on
foot by Adjt. Gen. Johnston before
he left. Since the mustering out of
the company at Mayfield the Pur-
chase has been without military rep-
resentation, the nearest companies
being at Earlington and Hopkins-
0 e n. Johnston interested
local men in the 'project and , they
will test the enthasiasm of the
young men at once.
TO CLOSE UP HOUSL.
FRANKFORT, Ky., Dec. 28.—
The tobacco trust has ordered its
agent bele to close of his warehouse
and rehandling plant and quit busi-
ness. The cause is not stated.
One Minute Gough Mery
rm. VINAGOP.3. glib** tir ,011,111101.
SURPRISE WEDDING
WAS THAT LAST NIGHT OF MISS
CLAYTON BOALES
The Fortunate Groom is Charles M
Heard, of Houston, Tex.—Will
Reside in Houston.
(From Friday's Daily)
The wedding of Miss Clayton
Boales and Mr. Charles M. Heard
last night was a great surprise to the
many friends of the bride, except
the few who had been taken into her
confidence and were invited to be
present.
The marriage took place at 8:30
o'clock last evening at the home of
the bride's mother, Mrs. A. G.
Boales on East Sixteenth street.
The ceremony was pronounced by
Rev. George H. Means, of the Meth-
odist church, and was witnessed by
a select number of friends. Mr. and
Mrs. Heard lefka 10:05 for St. Louis
and from there they will go to Hous-
ton, Texas, ffhere they will reside.
The bride is one of the handsom-
est and most charming young ladies
of Hopkinsville and her many
friends here regret to give her up.
The groom is a traveling representa-
tive of the Huttig Lumber company,
of St. Louis. His territory was for-
merly through this section and it
was while he was working here that
he met Miss Boales and laid seige.to
her heart. He was later transferred
to a Texas territory which he now
holds.
MONEY EVERYWHERE
When an Express Wagon Was Struck
by a Street Car;
CHICAGO, Dec. 28.—Canvas bags
containing gold and silver coin to
the amount of half a million dollars
were scattered about the corner of
LaSalle and Adams streets for a
short time last night, but they were
soon .4athered up and taken to a
place of safety under the protection
of a squad of police. An express
wagon on its way from the North-
western to the LaSalle-street sta-
tion with a load of specie, guarded
by Barney Terback, Buffalo, N. Y.,
and Henry Kerker, Chicago, was
struck by a street car.
Terback and Kerker were thrown
to the street and the bags of specie
on top of them. Terback received a
fracture of the skull. Kerker was
badly bruised by the heavy bags of
money falling on him. Both were
taken to a hospital.
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• The Financial Situation. •
0 
.f
• 
There is more money in this country today than there ev-
5
or has been before, but it's in trunks, mattresses, underneath
• 
carpets and other places where sneak thieves would naturally •
look for it. The present financial flurry and consequent busi
ness depression are due mainly to too much talk. 11111
IIIDon't be afraid of the American business man. He's nota weakling or a "Witter." He's wide awake and knows his
"biz." You may "jar" him a little but you can't down him,
not by the antics of the bulls and bears of Wa •
street, As soon as these gamblers secure sufficient funds t
resume business we will all have smooth sailing again. The •
banks today are absolutely sound all over the cduntry. Hop- IIIIIkinsville's five banks are all in excellent shape and money in
them is far safer than under chimney hearths or in your old III
socks. The. farmers today are out of debt, and have harvest
ed and many have sold big crops at a good profit. Conditions III
are entirely different from what they were in the panic of
1893, when the farmers were all in debt and what they had to IP
sell would not bring the price of production. There is no sen-
sible reason for a panic now. Nothing but ungrounded fea •
has brought it about. Every man who has money to pay h is IIIdebts and doesn't pay them adds to the apprehension. Every
man who draws his money out of the bank and locks it up idle 11111
is a public enemy. Brace up and hustle. Christmas is coming
and a new year will soon dawn and life's worth living yet. III
Come right along and let's do business like we've always
done. We'll take your check or "charge" it and give you any
thing you want, and the pest that's doing in Ranges, Heating
Stoves, Hardware or anything in our line, :
:
It is gratifying to us that we have had the biggest year's
business in our history, the merit of our goods causing a stear
dy demand from our many customers, for whose patronage 
we again express our sincere thanks. Wishing you a merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year, III
We are Very Truly Yours,
Planters Hardware Co., III •
(Incorporated)
•
Per Chas. J. Jackson, Sec. and Treas
4
ON CHRISTMAS TREE
MAYFIELD, Ky., Dec. 28.—Robt.
Hillman and James Richardson, of
the northwestern part of this coun-
ty attended an entertainment
Christmas night at Jackson's school
house and received warning not'ces,
which had been put on the Christ-
mas tree for them by unknown per-
sons. The notices were wrapped
separately in small boxes. with skull
and cross bones marked on the top,
and warned them not to deliver to-
bacco they had already sold to buy-
ers who do not belong to the asso-
ciation. Several matches were
wrapped In both notes. , The unwel-
come gifts caused a commotion
among the crowd present. Both
men are farmers of prominence.
First
National
Bank
UNITED STATES
DEPOSITARY
The Only National Bank in This Community
Capital $75,000.00
Surplus. $25,000.00
Stockholders Liability $75,000.00
Has a regular Savings Bank department.
Three per cent interest paid on savings
and time deposits. $1 opens an account.
GEO. C. LONG, President.
THOS. W. LONG, Cashier
Hopkinsville, Ky BAILEY RUSSELL, Asst. Cash.
e+++.44-.-+4-4+44-4-++++++.94+4444-St.4-+44++++++++.44+++.1,
Come Take a Trip---to Hopkinsville
AND LEARN ITS TRADING ADVANTAGES AT NO EXPENSE
RI R. Fares Refunded Continuously From Dec. lst, 1907, to March 1st, 1908
Members
Of the Association, all of Whom Cor-
dially Invite You.
J. H. Anderson 8t Co.,
Dry Goods, Clothing, Shoes, Milli-
nery, Carpets, Ladies Garments.
Anderson Fowler DrugCo
(incorporated)HolidayNovelties,
Drugs and School Books.
Bank of Hopkinsville,
Capita. $100,000; Surplus, $35,000.
Bassett •St Co.,
Dry Goods, Men's Furnishings, La-
dies Garments, Men's Suits, Shoes.
Cook &
Drugs, Holiday Novlties, s Fancy
Candies.
City Bank, -
Capitalrp0,
a &
000; S,urplus $70,000Comn 
ers! Savi4nds
Bank -
Pays' 996 Interest on Siving Deposits
L. IL:Elgin,
Drug, Stationery, Candies, Rexail
Remedies.
Frankel's Busy Store
Dress Goods, Shoes, Clothing, Dry
Goods, Ready-to-Wear, Garments.
Louisville Dental Parlors
Good Set of Teeth for $5
R. C. Hardwick,
Jewelry, Novelties, Drugs, Xmas
Goods.
A LIBERAL arrangement of Hopkinsville's mer
-
chants whereby the trade is afforded the many
opportunities offered by the live merchandising that
has given this city the reputatiou of Leing the cheap-
est market in the country.
Read the Plan and Be Our Guest:
Buy a ticket to Hopkinsville, take a receipt from the agent or con-
ductor, and when you make a purchase of one of the members of this
association here named, show your ticket or receipt and have the
amount of your purchase entered in INK and the firm's name stamped
under their printed name. Continue using this book until through
shopping, then bring your book and.I. R. Ticket (or receipt) to the
office of the Merchants Association in the First National Bank, corner
Ninth and Main streets, and your fare both ways will be paid you in
cash on the following conditions:
A purchase of $15 from any one or any number of the members
entitles you to fares both ways if you live not over 20 miles from
Hopkinsville.
A purchase of $25 from any one or any number of the members
- entitles yon to fares both ways if you live not over 50 miles from
Hopkinsville.
A purchase of half these amounts entitles you to fare one way.
Be sure to get receipt from agent or conductor for your R. R. fare
as it must be shown before book is issued.
For further fnformation address
MISS MARY G. STARLING, Manager,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Members
Of the Association, all of Whom Cor-
dially Invite You.
Forbes Mfd. Co.,
(Incorporated) Diamonds, Jewelry,
Cut Glass, Fancy China, Hard-
ware, Stoves, etc.
First National Bank,
United States Depositary.
Hopper 6k Kitchen,
Books, Wall Paper, Window Shades
T. M. Jones,
Dry Goods, Carpets, Cloaks.
M. D. Kelly,
Old Reliable Jeweler
H. A. Keach aSt Co.,
Furniture, Stoves, Carpets
John Moayon Co.,
Dry Goods, Clothing. Shoes.
Kentucky New Era,
Daily and Weekly Paper. Job
Printing.
T. L. Metcalfe
Florist and Launderer
Planters Bank & Trust Co
Loans and Investments. Real Estate
and Trustee's
J. T. Wall Si Co.,
Clothing, Shoes, Hats and Gents
Furnishings.
Warfield lit West Shoe Co
Incorporated Shoes Exclusively
F. A. Yost Co.,
(Incorporated.) Buggies, Harness,
Hardware. Stoves, Paints
imposalle
—
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VISITS OF REAPEll
MR. W. C. DAVIS IS A VICTIM OF
PE EUMONIA
Three 'Former Residents of Hopkins-
ville Have Answered the Dread
•
Summons of Death.
(From Monday's Daily)
W. C. Davis, aged sixty years, a
highly respected citizen of Christian
county and for many years a suc-
cessful farmer, died Saturday morn-
ing at his residence on North Main
street. Pneumonia was the cause of
his death and he was ill only a short
time. He is survived by a widow
and three sons and three daughters.
Mr,. Davis was a devoted Christian
and a gentleman of many admirable
traits of character. Funeral services
were held Sunday afternoon at two
o'clock at the late residence, con-
ducted by the Rev. Millard A. Jen-
kens, and the body was interred in
Riverside ceffletery.
News has been received in this
city of the death of C. W. Stewart,
formerly a.citizen of Hopkinsville,
at his home in Denver, Cclorado,
where he removed two years ago.
He was the father of Walter
and C. H. Stewart, of this city. The
remains will probably be brought to
Madisonville or Hopkinsville for in-
terment.
A telegram received today states
that Mr. Stewart was accidentally
killed by a fall, and as he was a
plasterer by trade, it is presumed
he fell from a scaffold while at work.
Mrs. Bettie Lander Fullerlove,
widow of W. E. Fullerton and a
daughter of Mrs. W. B. Lander, of
this city, died last week at her home
In Louisville of paralysis. She leaves
two daughters. The remains were
interred at Elizabethtown.
News has been recived here of the
death a few days ago in Okahumpka,
Fla., of Chas. N. Edwards. The
cause of death was Bright's disease,
from which he had been a sufferer
for a year -.Jr more. Mr. Edwards
was a native of this county and
lived near Pee Dee until about ten
years ago, when he removed to
Florida. He was a Confederate sol-
dier and his last visit to Kentucky
was when the reunion was held in
Louisville a few years ago. Mr.
Edwards was 68 years of age and is
Survived by a wife and three sons.
A Cure for Misery.
"I have tound a cure for the mis-
ery malaria poison produces,' says
"*Ae R. M. James, of Louellen, S.C. "It's
called Electric Bitters and comes in
60C bottles. It breaks up a case of
chills or a bilious attack in almost
no time, and it puts yellow jaundice
clean out of commission." This
great tonic medicine and blood pur-
ifier gives quick relief in all stom-
ach, liver and kidney complaint and
• tbe misery of lame back. Sold un-
• der guarantee at Cook & Higgins
and Cook's Pharmacy.
#01''
;
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Quarterly Meeting.
The quarterly business meeting
and social of the Christian Endeav-
or society of the C. P. otinrch will tie
held tonight at 7:30. All members
requested to be present. All friends
are cordially invited.
It Does the Business
Mr. E. E. Chamberlain, of Clinton
sine, says of Bucklen's Arnica
7 e: "It does the business; I have
it for piles and it cured them.
3d it to an old sore and it heal-
!without leaving a scare behind
3 d it for chapped hands and it
'ea them.' 25e at Cook & Higgins
Co dt's Pharmacy.
•••••10.
"S ORDERED AWAY
MUSA-% Okla., Dec. 28.—
Negroes 'caving Henrietta,
where the of James Oar
den, a negrt ,d following the
murder of A 'Ps, a promi-
nent white mt lacks were
kJ yen notice to the town
Within forty-eig."
' A second attaci sn the
jail by a mob of ci. oght
a negro named Bill .ed
with inciting Gardei.
crime. Sheriff W. _
however, spirited tit
from the mob and took
mulgee. Jim Johnson,
Garden a rifle, was also
Okmulgee-.
This is Worth Remember.
Whenever you have a coil,
cold, just remember that F(
• Honey and Tar will cure it. Do1/4
risk your health by taking any •
the genuine. It is in a yellow pa°
age. L. A. Johnson er Cr
Rheumatism
I have found a tried and testrel care for Rheu-
Matisin ! Not a remedy that will straighten the
distorted limbs of chronic cripples, nor turn bceay
growths back to dash again. That is impossible.
But I cen now surely Ida the pains and pangs of
this deplorable disease.
In Germany—with a Chemist in the City of
Darmstadt—I found the last Ingredient with
which Dr. Shoop's Rheumatic Remedy was made
perfected, dependable prescriptiod. Without
that last ingredient., I successfully treated many,
many cases of Rheumatism; but now, elitist. it uni-
formly cures all curable cases of this heretofore
much dreaded disease. Those band-like granular
wastes, found in Rheumatic Blood seam to dissolve
and pass away under the action of this remedy as
freely as does sugar when added to pure water.
And then, when dissolved, these poisonous wastes
freely pass from the system, and the cause of
Rheumadsna is gone forever. There is now no
real need—no actual tams' to suffer longer with-
out help. We sell, and in coafidenc.e recommend
Dr. Shoop's
Rheumatic Remedy
ANDERSON & FOWLER.
ancorPcrated)
ASSIGNMENT MADE
By Chesley Coal Company of Hop-
kins County.
The Chesley Coal company has
filed a deed of assignment. J. ' T.
Alexander, president af the Hop-
kins Bank, at Madisonville, was
named as the assignee and has. as-
sumed charge of the property.
The total amount of assets and
liabilities has not been filed, but it is
understood that the liabilities will
be about $150,000. The assets consist
of the Royal mines at Madisonville
and the-Chesley mitles at Chesley,
near Nortonville, with the stocks
and merchandise at both places.
It is stated that of the liabilities
following amounts are secured by
first mortgage: Sixty thousand dol-
lars due to the estate of John G.
Morton; $10,000 due the Elopkins
County bank and $9,000 due J. H.
Trathen or his assigns. A second
mortgage is held by the grandchil-
dren of John G. Morton and the re-
maining liabilities consist of float-
ing debts.
The company has been to a great
expense in improvenients and in the
end did not have sufficient money to
meet their expenditures.
A Higher Health Level.
"I have reached a higher health
level since I began using Dr. King's
New Life Pills,"writes .:acob Sprin-
ger, of West Franklin, ‘faine. "Fhey
keep my stomach, liver and bow•-ils
working just right." If these pills
disappoint you on trial money will
be refunded at Cook & Higgins and
Cook's Pharmacy. 26c
Carrie Nation
certainly smashed a hole in the
barrooms of Kansas, but Ballard's
Hprehound Syrup has smashed all
records as a cure for coughs, Bronhi-
tis, Influenza and all Pulmonary
diseases. T. C. H—, Horton Kansas
writes: "I have never found a medi-
cine that would cure a cough so
quickly as Ballard's Horehound Sy-
rup. I have used it for years."
Sold by L. A. Johnson & Co.
No Immediate Danger.
FRANKFORT, Dec. 30.— Gov.
Willson has received information
from Adjt. Gen. P. P. Johnston that
be had visited practically all of the
towns in Western Kentucky where
are located the tobacco warehouses
containing the tobacco of the Italian
government, and the report was to
the effect that no immediate danger
existed in those localities from
"Night Riders." Gen. Johnston re-
ported that he would return to Hop-
kinsville to resume his investigation
and secure additional evidence to
be presented to the special grand
jury to be impaneled by Judge
Cook this week. It is said the
adjutant general and state fire mar-
shal are in possession of much evi-
dence on which to warrant numerous
indictments being returned against
the band which invaded Hopkins-
vine several weeks ago.
Mr. Willson is daily in receipt of
letters from people in Christian and
adjoining counties with reference to
the reward of $600 offered by him for
the arrest and conviction of the guil-
ty parties. It is the impression of
the people in Western Kentucky
that only one reward has been offer-
ed, and that for the arrest and con-
viction of all the members of the
band of "riders," but Gov. Willson
said today that this impression was
a decided mistake—that the reward
was for conviction of any one mem-
ber of the band, and that the same
amount will be paid upon each con-
viction.
A Card
This is to certify that all druggists
sre authorized to refund your mon-
- if Foley's Honey and Tar fails to
9 your cough and 3old. It stops
'ugh, heels the lungs and pre-
srious results from a cold.
grippe, coughs, and pre-
-imonia and consumption.
opiates. The genuine is
ackage. Refuse substi-
hnson & Co.
4 Yet lbw Mays IRO
BIG SHORTAGE
IN CROPS IS SHOWN BY GOVERN-
MENT HEPOR I
Chief Shortage is in Corn, With
Oats and Wheat Next.—Facts
And Figures.
The government report shows a
shortage of 785,987,000 bushels in to-
tal crops as compared with the crops
of 1906, which wine the largest ever
raised in this country, and a short-
age of 377,287.000 bushels as coin-
pared with the yields of 1905, which
were also very large.
The chief shortage is in the corn
crop, with 325,000,000 bushels, oats
with 211,000,000 bushels and wheat
with 101,000,000 bushels.
There is something of an offset to
the big losses in the feeding grains
in the increase of 6,431,000 tons of
hay as compared to that of 1906, and
of 3,045.388 tons as compared to the
crop of 1906.
Prominent features of the finan-
cial revision of its crop estimates for
the year by the department of agri-
culture were the increases made in
the reports of area seeded to spring
wheat, corn and oats. In each of
these particulars as well as in the
estimated wheat and oats official re-
ports run more or less counter to the
general impressions of speculators.
In a few instances, such as the
weight of oats, the figures given
were at variance with all the exper-
iences of tne trade for the year to
date.
Wheat Area Increased.
There was a reported increase in
the reported area seed,ed to spring
wheat of 616,000 acres, corn was in-
creased 1 832,000 acres and oats in-
creased by 3443,000 acres. Increases
in yields as compared with last pre-
vious reports were 8,678,000 bushels
spring wheat, 83,320,000 bushels corn
and 12,921,000 bushels oats.
Explanation of the slightly heav-
ier weight of spring wheat this year
is probably foand in the fact that a
large proportion was of durum,
wi_ich produced heavily to the acre
and was of greater average weight
than the average run of spring
wheat northwest. No adequate ex-
planation of the heavy weight of
oath has been forthcoming. The
government figures however, con-
cede a difference of 2.6 pounds per
measured bushel as compared with
last year. Comparative weights
per measured bushel of the respect-
ive grains were:
Winter wheat 
Spring what 
Oats
1907 1906
lbs. lbs.
68.9 69.2
56.9 66.6
 29.4 82.0
Bearish interpretation was given
the figures, which were not an-
nounced until shortly after the close
of business at 1:16 p. m. here, in-
stead of 1 p. m., Washington time,
as expected. It was conceded that
had the figures been given out dur-
ing ',hanxe hours the effect would
have been unfavorable.
Figures of the Report.
The report gave final estimates of
acreage, production and value of
farm crops, showing winter wheat
acreage to be 28,132,000, production
409,442,000 bushels and value per
bushel 88.2 cents.
Spring wheat acreage was 17,079,-
000, production 224,645.000 bushels
and value 86 cents.
Corn acreage was 99,931,000, pro-
duction 2,592,220,000 bushels and
value 67.7 cents. *
Oats acreage was 31,837,000, pro-
duction 764,443,000 bushels and value
44.3 cents.
It was announced that the total
value of the farm crops for 1907 was
$3.404,000,000, an increase of $428,-
000,000-for 1906.
The farm value on Dec. 1 of the
four crops already mentioned fol-
lows: Corn, $1,340,446,000; winter
wheat, $361,217,000; spring wheat,
$193,220,000, oats, $334,668,000.
How to Avoid Pneumonia.
You can avoid pneumonia and oth-
er serioas results from a cold by
taking Foley's Honey and Tar. It
stops the cough heals the lungs and
expels the cold from the system.
Refuse any but the genuine in the
yellow package. L. A. Johnson &
Co.
Those desiring life insurance will
find it to their interest to investigate
the plans and record of the Mittual
Benefit Life Insurance company of
Newark, N. J. No Stockholciers.
All profits divided among policy
holders. It is conspicuous for eccno-
mical management, liberality of it:policy contract, fair dealings with
Its members and large annual divi and its accompanying bargain re-dends to reduce cost of your insur- ductiona seems to have increasedance.
rathiethan lessened the floods of
I O.^
1
or -
Makes a Woman
Look Ten Years
Younger
Because it takes
a great weight
off her mind .
Jeff-fl
1
Solves the daily Dessert problem:
By using Jell-0 it is possible to serve
a different dessert every day in the year.
.Jell-O can be prepared in-
Staiatl 
simply
add boilingwater
and set to c,00l.
7 flavors. 10c.
preorepemackage, at allg
14.4. .11.u.C.••••11. ••11.160.0
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The Genesee Pure Food Co., LeRoy, N. Y.
Visit our booth at Jamestown Exposition.
IN VICTIM'S BRAIN
HARRISON, N. J., Dec. 30.—The
mystery surrounding the murder of
the beautiful young woman, whose
nnde body was found in the stagnant
waters of a pool near Harrison,
grows deeper. When fit is solved,
if, indeed, it is ever solved, the of-
ficers believe they will have un-
covered a great social (scandal,
which may lead to the door of some
millionaire whose yacht is tied up
for the winter along the banks of the
Passaic River
The crime, it is developing, was
brutal in its fiendish ingenuity.
That the woman was slain with la
hatpin, which was pushed into her
brain just under the left eye, is the
firm belief of Dr. Converse, the
county physician, who has discover-
ed &mark on the face which leads
him toward that belief.
"The fact that she is unidentified
as yet is hardly surprising," de-
clared Chief of Police Rogers. "when
we stop to figure the number of wo-
men reported missing from their
homes all through the eastern states.
From every city in the east we are
receiving inquiries, and it is most
remarkable the number of women
that have left their homes and whose
whereaboutsljare unknown.
"I myself think the dead woman
may have been a resident of New
York City. But what she was doing
here I, of course, cannot say. I have
good rfien on the case, and hope to
establish the woman's identity."
. Two Unwelcome Visitors Here
At this season La Grippe and
Pneumonia cause more deaths than
consumption. Foley's Honey and
Tar cures la grippe coughs that may
result in pneumonia over night. Do
not take chances with a cold when
Foley's Honey and Tar will quickly
cure it. L. A. Johnson & Co.
THREE FARMERS SUED
VERSAILLES, Ky., Dec. 28.—
The Woodford County Board of
Control of the Society of Equity has
directed its attorneys to file suits for
damages at once against three farm-
ers of this county, Calvin Redman,
S. B. Wilson and William Chapman
for breach of contract in selling their
crops of 1906 tobacco after they had
been assigned to the society pool. It
is said that several similar suits
against other farmers will be filed in
the Woodford circuit court at an
early day.
The Joy
of living is to have good health.
Use Herbine and you will have bu-
stzels of joy. You need not be blue,
fretful and have that bad taste in
your mouth. Try a bottle of Her-
blue, a positive cure for all liver
complaints. E. Harrell, Austin,
Texas, writes: "I have nsed Her-
bine for over a year, and find it a
fine regulator. I gladly recommend
it as a fine medicine for Dyspepsia."
Sold by L. A. J oh neon & Co.
POPULARITY GONE
ly H. D. Air'Vi7AALAC 
(New York World.)
The.ssogue of the Teddy Bear is
passing. Christmas holiday shop-
ping has conclusively shown that the
queer little fuzzy wuzzies which en-
joyed such a marvellous domination
in Babyland have fallen from their
high estate. Wallowing on the bar-
gain counter, they-attract only slight
attention from the crowds that fill
the shops.
Dolly is returned to her old place
in the hearts of the youngsters, too
long usurped by the wholly 'nature
fake." The little mammas all are
going back to their first loves, and
the gorgeous display of dolls and
dolls' finery, households and play-
things are occupying more attention
than ever before. Sales are enor-
mous. Those who sell say the pub-
lic is not buying the economical,
serviceable presents they would
have to have any way. They bought
pleasant, unserviceable things they
couldn't afford at any time but
Christmas and which are sure to be
liked. The recent financial panic
Kick the Printer
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for the town
In the city of Brook-
lyn, N. Y., there has been
for many years a con-
spicuous signboard out-
side an office which
reads, "KICK THE
PRINTER."
BHA] I ous person s:
sometimes go inside
carry out the appare;
request, but they (7.
cover that the printe-
a gentleman by the r
of Kick. ,
In every town t,
are persons who, if t
do not actually feel 1
kicking the printer—
newspaper man—at a
rate do a lot of kic
ing at the way he. co
ducts his paper.
Please DON'T kbc
the printer; he is doini
the best he can.
And what he does
community, despite his occasional mis-
takes, may be a great deal more than the kickers themselves
are doing. Did THAT ever occur to you?
We are all neighbors in this town. What helps on(
• helps the others. What hurts one hurts the others. Ever,
community is a mutual benefit association, whether organ
ized or just running wild. The printer is a charter membe,
If you had no printer—no newspaper—how would yo
like that? Do you know what happens to towns that don
support a newspaper? Nothing happens. Nothing eve
happens in a town like that. As soon as things begin t.
happen in a town the newspaper comes along and tells about
them.
The newspaper boosts the town. It records progress
and offers suggestions, by the editor or the readers, as to
further progress. Every copy of-every issue advertises the
town. This is all free advertisement. It costs the town
nothing. It costs the people nothing. It is a part of the
business.
In view of this fact, which nobody an dispute, it is
much better to pat the printer on the shoulder now and
then or to speak kindly of him than to kick him.
and
; DON'T .!iICIC THE PRINTER. 1
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Special attention given to repairing of all kinds !
Satisfaction guarantel. Shop down stairs in
•Phoenix building, on Ninth St.
c/ SHOES
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It Pays to Read Ads
NEW CANNED GOODS ARE
ON THE MARKET
o ur future-bought stock is Airriving :and the en°
tire line was bought right./This fall .and winter
you profit by our foresight.
Call tumb. 500, Home 1121. Poste! Block
J. MILLER CLARK
DOING ALL KINDS OF
Sheet Metal Work
IS OUR BUSINESS.
I F you have a single item of Tin Work needing attention
we can prove our ability and skill in the trade [and rth
reasonableness of our charges. A call will be appreciP
E. Y. Johnsor
•-• •
Claude P. Jobr-
• 
•
•
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OF iREAPEHIRheumatsm BIG SHORTAGEI have totted a trust WA WSW oar.tn Rhen.
MIs IIRSAY Oat will straighten the
li AI ruffle cripple*, nor turn bone
Fs
wths bats/ On e Nysin. That Is imPowfilIt
mbo 
I can ewe. sarelltu awns and pausts
t ttephvrabie
MR. W C. DAVIS IS A VICTIM OF In tiornsany-with a 
Chemist tn the City ot
Darmstadt -I found the lest trugreitietit with
which Dr Shops Rheumatic Remedi was made
perfrove.I. dependable ttreecriptiolf. Without
that lam ingeodient, I ancees.shilly treetrd many.
mint name (u Rheumatism : but now. at lest It tint.
tunnly cure« all ountnl• cases of this luxretofore
Itainqa 4p.a.10.1 disease. 'Moat n4.ltka granular
waste& found in Rhistronetic Wood 01114111
and pass away miler the action of this reniMy as
freely as does sugar when added to pure water.
And then. when dissolved. these poisonota wasteq
freely ;am trout the system. and the muse of
Rheumatism is NM* forerer. There Is now no
fiat 1.••a--eul actual excuse to suffer lonfor with. And Figures.
Q41& hcap. ‘t • sell. and in onundence recuuttneud
PEEUMONIA
Three Former Residents of Hopkins-
vine Have Answered the Dread
•
Summons of Death.
(From Monday's Daily)
W. C. Davis, aged sixty years, it
• highly respected citizen of Christian
county and for many year* a sue-
ceaaful farmer, died Saturday morn-
ing at his residence on North Main
street. Pneumonia was the cause of
his death and he was ill only a short
time. He is survived by a widow
and three 1101/14 and three daughters.
Davis was a devoted Christian
-vintleman of many admirable
3haracter. Funeral services
Sunday afternoon at two
the late residence, (smi-
ths Rev. Millard A. Jen-
*he WIT was interred In
(dyed in this
W. Stewart,
opkinsville,
. 
Cdorado,
0 years ago.
of Walter
Is city. The
brought to
ville for in-
today states
as accidentally
d as he was a
de, it is presumed
scaffold while at work.
Lander Fullerlove,
. E. Fullerton and a
Mrs. W. B. Lander, of
died last week at her home
Louisville of paralysis. She leeves
two daughters. The remains were
interred at Elizabethtown.
News has been recived here of the
death a few days ago in Okahutnpka,
Fla., of Chas. N. Edwards. The
cause of death was Bright's disease,
Thom which he had been a sufferer
for a year or more. Mr. Edwards
was a native of this county and
lived near Pee Dee until about ten
years ago, when he :remove.' to
Florida. He was a Confederate sol-
dier and hie last visit to Kentucky
was when the reunion was held in
Louisville a few Years ago. Mr.
Edwards was 8$ years of ago and is
survived by a wife and three sons.
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A Cure for Misery.
"I have (ound a cure for the mis-
ery malatia poison produces," says
R. M. James, of Louellen, S.C. "Ws
called Electric Bitters and comes in
600 bottles. It breaks up a case of
chills or a bilious attack in alinoet
no time, and it puts yellow Jett:Adios
clean out of commission." This
great tout° medicine and blood pur-
ifier gives quick relief in all stom-
ach, live' and kidney complaint and
the misery of lame back. Sold un-
der guarantee at Cook & Higgins
and Cook's Pharmacy.
 "411 • *-
Quarterly Meeting.
The quarterly business meeting
and social of the Christian Endeav-
or sodiety of the C. P. ohuroh will be
held tonight at 7:80. All members
requested to be present. AU friends
are cordially invited.
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It Does the Business
Mr. E. E. Chamberlain, of Clinton
tine, says of Buck ten's Arnica
"It does the business; I have
it for piles and it cured them.
Jci it to an old sore and it heal-
-Without leaving a scare behind
id it for chapped hands and it
,ed them," 25e at Cook & Higgins
Co it's Pharmacy.
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IN CROPS IS SHOWN BY CetiVk RN-
. MENT kEPOR
Dr. Shoop's
Rheumatic Remedy
ANDERSON & FOWLER.
)Incorp(ratott)
ASSIGNMENT MADE
By Chesley Coal ConleAny of Her-
kins County.
The Cheeky Coal company ha
tiled a deed of - 'assignment. .1. T.
Alexander, president 3f the Hop-
kins Bank, at Madisonville, was
named As the, assignee ittit has as-
Siltiled charge of the property.
The total amount of assets and
liabilities has not been tiled, hut it is
understood that the liabilities will
be about $150,000. The assets comedet
of the Royal mines at Madisonville.
and the Chealey miGes at Chesley.
near Nortonville, with • the stocks
and merchandise at. both plaeesi.
It is stated that. of the liabilities
following amounts are secured by
first mortgage: Sixty thousand dol-
lars due to the estate of John • O.
Morton; $10,000 duo the ilopkina
County bank and $9.000 due J. H.
Trathen or his assigns. A second
mortgage is held by the grandchil-
dren of John 0. Morton and the re-
maining liabilities consist of float-
ing debts:
The company has been to a great
expense in improvements and in the
.end did not have sufficient money to
meet their expenditures.
A Higher Health Level.
"I have reached a higher health
level since I began ntsinif Dr. King's
New Life Pills, 'writes &cob Sprin-
ger, of Woo Franklin, %fettle. "They
keep my stomach, liver and bowels
working just right." If these pill,.
disappoint you on trial money will
be refunded at Cook 4 Higgins and
Cook's Pliermary. 95e
, _e or
Carrie Nation
certainly smashed hole in the
barrooms of Kansas, hut tiallard'e
Herehound Syrup has smashed all
records as a cure for coughs, Bronhi-
tic Inatome& and all Pulmonary
diseases. T.C. H-, Horton Kansas
writes "1 have never found a medi-
cine that would cure a cough so
quickly as Ballard's Horehound By-
rne. I have used it for years."
Sold by L. A. Johnson I Co. ,
411111, 
No Immediate Danger.
FRANKFORT. I Oov.
Willion has received information
froth Adjt. Oen, P. P. Johnston that
be had visited practically all of the
towns in Weseern Kentucky where
are located the tobacco warehouses
containing the tobacco of the Italian
government, and the report wise to
the effect that no immediate danger
existed in time° localities from
"Night Riders." Oen. Jobnaton re-
ported that he would return to Hop-
kinsville to resume his investigation
and secure additional evidence to
be presented to the opecial grand
Jury, to be impanolad by Judge
Cook this week. It is said the
adjutant general and state fire mar-
shal are in possession of much evi-
dence) on which to warrant numerous
Indictments being returned against
the band which invaded Hopkins-
several weeks ago.
Mr. Wilson Is daily in receipt of
letters from people hi Christian and
adjoining count It's with reference to
the reward of 000 offered by him for
the arrest and conviction of the guil-
ty parties. It is the impression of
the people in Western Kentucky
that only one reward has been offer-
ed, and that for the arrest and con-
viction of all the members of the
band of ''riders,'' but Oov. Willmon
said today that this impression was
a decided mistake-that the reward
was for conviction of any one mem-
ber of the band, and that the sante
amount will be paid upon each con-
viction.
A Card •
This is to certify that,all druggists
Are authorised to refund your mon-
• If Foley'a Honey and Tar fails tQ
your cough and uold. It stops
,ugh, heels the lungs and pre-
,rfous results from it cold.
grIppe, coughs, and pre-
lmonia and consumption.
opiates. Thu genuine is
.ackage. Refuse aupsti-
!lemon & (7o.
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Chief Shortage Is in Corn, With
Oats and Wheat Next.-Facts
The government report ithowe a
shortage of 78.i,987,000 bushels in to-
tal crops AS ta0111146rOil with the crops
of 1906, which were the largest ever
raised in this eenntry, and a short-
age of 877,9$7.0tal bushels its re)n-
pared with the yields of MC Which
Were also very largo.
The chief shortage is in the corn
crop, with 895,000.000 bushels, oats
with 211,000,000 bushels and wheat
with 101,0(10,006 bushela.
There is something of an offset to
the big losses in t he feeding grains
In the increase of 8,41if,01X) tons of
hay as compared to that of 1900, and
of 8,945,388 tons as compared to the
crop of 1906.
Prominent features of the finan-
cisl reCision of its crop entimates for
the year by the department of agri-
culture were the Increases made in
the reports of area seeded to spring
wheat, corn anti oats. In each of
these part,ieulars as well as in the
estimated wheat and oats official re-
ports run more or less counter to the
general impressions of speculators.
In a• few instances, such as; the
welkfitt of oars, the figures given
were at variance with .all the exper-
iences of tne trade for the year. to
date.
Wheat Area Increased.
There was a reported increase In
the reported area seeded to spring
wheat of 615,000 acres, corn was in-
creased 1 889,000 acres and ,oats in-
creased by 844,000 acres. Increases
In yields as compared with last 1(te-
vlous reports were it,578,000 bushels
spring wheat, 88,820,(X)0 bushel* corn
and 19,991,000 bushels oats.
Explanation of the slightly heav-
ier Weight of spring wheat this year
is probably found in the fart that a
Large proportion was of durum,
wi.ich producea heavily to the acre
and was of greater aterage weight
than the average run of spring
wheat northwest. IN o adequate ex-
planation of the heavy weight of
Oats has been forthcoming. The
government figures however, non-
cede a difference of 9.6 pounds per
measured bushel as compared with
last year. Comparative weights
per measured bushel of the respect-
ive grains were:
‘N'inter wheat 
Spring what  
Oats
1907 1906
lbs. lbs.
68.9 59.9
no.9 MIS
 29.4 82.0
Bearish interpretation was given
the figures, which were not an-
nouneed until shortly after the close
of business at 1:16 p. in here, in-
stead of I p. m., Washington time,
as expected. It warn conceded that
had the figures been given out dur-
ing 'Amigo hours the effect would
have been unfavorable.
Figures of the Report.
The report gave' final estimates of
acreage, production and value of
farm crops, showing winter wheat
acreage to be 28,189,000, production
409,442,000 bushels and value per
bushel 148.11 cents.
Spring wheat acreage was 17,070,-
000, production 294,645.000 bushels
and value 86 cents.
Corn acreage was 99,981,000, pro-
duction 2,692,220,000 bushels and
value 67.7 cents.
Oats acreage was 81,1487,000, pro-
duction 764,448,000 builiels and value
44.8
8t wc.lils.it' santiounred that the total
value of the farm crops for 1907 was
$8,404,000,00(1, an increase of
000,000 for 1906.
The farm %Pella(' on Dec. 1 of the
four crops already mentioned fol-
lows: Corn, 411,840,..148,000; winter
wheat, $861,217,000; spring wheat,
$193,220,000, oats, $334,508,00n.
4110.
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How to Avoid Pneumonia.
You (WI avoid pneumonia and oth-
er stirloas results from a cold by
taking Foley's Honey and Tar. It
stops the cough heals the longs and
expels the cold from the system.
Refuse any but the genuine in the
yellow package. L. A. Johnson &
Co.
AP OD 416
Those desiring life insurance will
and it to their interest to investigate
the plans and record of the Mutual
Benefit Life Insurance) company of
Newark, N. J. No Stockholders.
All profits divided among policy
holders. It is conspicuous for eocno-
tnical management, liberality of it:
policy contract, fair dealings with
Its members and large annual divi
;lends to reduce cost of your insur-
ance.
ly H. D. WALLAC1 AV
Makes a Woman
Look Ten Years
Younger
Itrenutor It takes
n grvnt Wright
off her rotad • •
Soh eta the il:vily 1)eoewr. problem:
Ily tiqitig 3,41.0 it is 'x1114'1140to aervo
a tit ti oretit acme rt very tiar in the N Pest%
.101-() t•1111 be prepared' its-
/dais tiy:- simply
e(1(1 belling water
anti set to 0°01
7 Ilarore.
per letokkgr, at all
grorwra
The Coaeop• furs food Ca. URI*. N. Y.
Vilkit our booth et •TonneitownRxpoention.
e 
IN VICTIM'S BRAIN
HARRISON. Dec. 80.-The
mystery surrounding the murder" 'of
the beautiful young woman, whose
undo body Was found in the stagnant
waters of a pool near Harrison,
grow* deeper.. .When lit is solved,
if, indeed, it is ever solved, the of.
firers believe they will have un-
covered la great social Wanda',
which may lead to the door of some
millionaire whose yacht le tied up
for the winter along the banks of the
Passaic River
The crime, it is developing. was
brutal, in, its fiendish ingenuity.
That time woman was slain with fa
hatpin, which was pushed into her
brain just under the left eye, is the
firm belief of Dr. Converse the
county physician, who has diseover-
ed a mark on the face which leads
him toward that belief.
"The fact that she Is unidentified
as xet is hardly surprising," de-
clared Chlikf of Police Rogers. "when
we stop to figure the number of wo-
men reported missing from their
flames all thrpugh time eastern states.
From every city In the east we are
receiving inquiries, and it is most
remarkable the number of women
I hat have left their home. and whose
whereaboutalare unknown.
"1 myself think the deed woman
may have been a resident of New
York City. But what she was doing
here 1, of course, cannot say. I have
good Men on the case, and hope to
ostablish the woman's identity."
Two Unwelcome Visitors Her.
At this season La Grippe and
Pneumonia cause more deaths than
Consumption, Foles'e Honey ana
Tar cures la grippe coughs that may
result in pneumonia over night. Do
not take chances with a cold when
Foley's Honey and Tar will quickly
(mire it. L. A. Johnson & Co.
- 
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THREE FARMERS SUED
VERSAILLES, Ky., Dec. 28.-
The Woodford County Board of
Control of the Society of Equity has
directed its attorneys to file suits for
damages at once against three farm-
ers-of this county, Calvin Redman,
S. B. Wilson and William Chapman
for breach of contract in selling their
crops of 1906 tobacco after they had
been assigned to the society pool. It
is said that several similar suits
against other farmers will be filed in
the Woodford circuit court at an
early day.
allillima1M11.••111111•••••- -"••••••"`""
The Joy ,
of living is to have good health.
Use Herhins and you will have bu-
abets of joy. You need not be blue,
fretful and have that bad taste in
your mouth. Try a bottle of Ru-
bino, a positive cure for all liver
complaints. E. Harrell, Amain,
Texas, writes: '•I have meld Her-
bine for over a year, anti find it a
fine regulator. I gladly recommend
it as a tins medicine for Dyspepsia."
Sold by L. A. J ohnson & Co.
POPULARITY GONE 
(NewYork World.)
The vogue of the Teddy Bear is
passing. Christmas holiday shop-
ping has oonclupdvely shown that the
queer little funsy wuzzies whieh en-
joyed such a marvellous doenination
In itabyland have fallen from their
high estate. Wallowing on the bar-
gain counter, they'attract only slight
attention from the crowds that fill
the shops.
Dolly is returned to her old place
in the hearts of the youngsters, too
long usurped by the wholly 'nature
fake." Time little mammas all are
going bank to their first loves, and
the gorgeous display of dolls and
dolls' finery, households and play-
things are occupying more) attention
than ever before. Sales are enor-
mous. Timone who sell say time pub-
lic lei fidt buying the economical,
serviceable presents they would
have to have any way. They bought
plant, unserviceable things they
couldn't afford at any time but
Christmas and which are sure to be
liked. The recent financial. panic
and Its accompanying :bargain re-
ductions seems to have inereased
rathgrihan lessened the floods of
0).i •
1
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Kick the Printer
In lime city of ttro14,
lyn. N. V., there) lath been
for many years a con-
Tie WIWI signboard out-
side mum oiliee whiek
ren‘14, "h T(11
PRINTER."
1.111milloims person s'
sqmotititrago insidii to.
carry out the app
request, but they
cover that the print
n gentleman by the
of Kick.
In every town t4
are persons who, if t
do not actually feel ;
kicking the printer-4
newspaper man---et a
rate do a lot of ki(
ing at the way he eo
duet* his paper.
Please DON'T Ho
the pritter; he Is doini
the best he can.
And what he does
for the town and community, despite his occasional mis-
takes, may be a great deal more than the kirkers themselves
are doing. Did TIIAT ever oocur to you I
We are all neikhbors in this town. What helps 'o'
• helix' the others. 'What hurts one hurts the others. Ever,
community is a tnutual benefit association, whether organ
ised or'juat running wild. The printer is a charter metube,
If-yon had no printer-no newspaper-how would yo
like that! Do you know what happens to towns that don
support a newspaper! Nothing happens. Nothing eve
happens in a town like that. As soon NM things loegin
happen in a town the newspaper comes along and tells about
them.
The newspaper boosts the town. It words promos
and offers suggestions, by the editor or the readers, as to
further progress. Every copy of every issue advertises the
town. This is all free advertisement It emits the town
nothing. It costs the people nothing. It. is R part of the
business.
In view of this fact, which nobody cnn dispute, it is
much better to pat the printer on the shoulder now and
then or to speak kindly of him than to kick him.
NO; DON'T KICK THE PRINTER.
•••••••••••••••• MENU amo....a...10111111Maladal.
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JEFF MORRIS I
"Ku FINE
SHOES
Special attention given to repairing of all kinds
Satisfaction guarantee3. Shop dIvn stairs in
Phoenix building, on Ninth St.
9000000010110011000041001010011011•••••411
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It Pays to Read Ads
NEW CANNED GOODS ARE
ON THE MARKET
Our future-boudht stock is arrivind :and the en*
tire line was boudht ridht. This fall and winter.'
you profit by our foresidht.
Call um!). 500, Home 1121. Poste! Block
J. MILLER CLARK
111.11.1••••••••••••••1011m••••••••••••••••••••••wpa. 1101181nommoam• 
DOING ALL KINDS OF
.41/1•11111111
Sheet Metal Work
IS OUR BUSINESS.
IF you have a single item of Tin Work needing attentionA we can prove our ability and skill in the trade [and CO
reasonableness of our charges. A call will be apprecip
E. V. Johnsor
• • •
Claude P. Johr- az
A
0- •
4 • to* .
••••••
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VISITS OF REAPE11
MR. W. C. DAVIS IS A VICTIM OF
PEEUMONIA
Three Former Residents of Hopkins-
ville Have Answered the Dread
Summons of Death.
(From Monday's Daily)
W. C. Davis, aged sixty years, a
highly respected citizen of Christian
county and for many years a suc-
cessful farmer, died Saturday morn-
ing at his residence Q11 North Main
street. Pneumonia was the cause of
his death and he was ill only a short
time. He is survived by a widow
and three sons and three daughters.
Mr,. Davis was a devoted Christian
and a gentleman of many admirable
traits of character. Funeral services
were held Sunday afternoon at tvo
o'clock at the late residence, cob-
ducted by the Rev. Millard A. Jen-
kens, and the body was interred in
Riverside ceffletery. •
News has been received in this
city of the death of C. W., Stewart,
formerly a citizen of Hopkinsville,
at his home in Denver, Colorado,
where he removed two years ago.
He was the father of Walter
and C. H. Stewart, of this city. The
remains will probably be brought to
Madisonville or Hopkinsville for in-
terment.
A telegram received today states
that Mr. Stewart was accidentally
killed by a fall, and as he was a
plasterer by trade, it is presumed
he fall from a scaffold while at work.
Mrs. Bettie Lander Fullerlove,
widow of W. E. Fullerton and a
daughter of Mrs. W. B. Lander, of
this city, died last week at her home
in Louisville of paralysis. She leaves
two daughters. The remains were
interred at Elizabethtown.
News has been recived here of the
death a ?ew days ago in Okahumpka,
Fla., of Chas. N. Edwards. The
cause of death was Bright's disease,
from which he had been a sufferer
for a year ar more. Mr. Edwards
was a native of this eounty and
lived near Pee Dee until about ten
years ago, when he removed to
Florida. He was a Confederate sol-
dier and his last visit to Kentucky
was when the- reunion was held in
Louisville a few years ago. Mr.
Edwards was 68 years of age and is
survived by a wife and three sons.
A Cure for Misery.
"I have tound a cure for the mis-
ery malaria poison produces," says
R. M. James, of Louellen, S.C. "It's
called Electric Bitters and comes in
50c bottles. It breaks up a case of
chills or a, bilious attack in almost
no time, and it puts yellow jaundice
clean out of commission." This
great tonic medicine and blood pur-
ifier gives quick relief in all stom-
ach, liver and kidney complaint and
the misery of lame back. Sold un-
der guarantee at Cook & Higgins
*and Cook's Pharmacy.
Quarterly Meeting.
The quarterly business meeting
and social of the Christian Endeav-
or soeliety of the C. P. ohurch will ue
held tonight at 7:30. All members
requested to be present. All friends
are cordially invited.
It Does the Business
Mr. E. E. Chamberlain, of Clinton
sine, says of Bucklen's Arnica
-re: "It does the business; I have
it for piles and it cured them.
3c1 it to an old sore and it heal-
j-Without leaving a scare behind
d it for chapped hands and it
'ed them.' 25c at Cook & Higgins
\Z),)k's Pharmacy.
_
Negusroes\011% 1r S ORDERED AWAYm Lk
where the06iik, Okla., Dec. 28.—
den, a negr are '1-leaving Henrietta,
murder of A ' lynchiiNs of James Gttr,
pent white m', occurrt -,d following the
kiven notice to\lbert Batkps, a promi-
within forty-eiOn. The blacks were
A second attack get out of- the town
jail by a mob of cNit hours. -
a negro named Bill\'s was made 1\----In the
with inciting Gardei5Viens who so:Lught
crime. Sheriff W. .; Smith, chat* d
however, spirited tli to commit th
from the mob and took F. Robertson,
mulgee. Jim Johnson, •• man away
Garden a rifle, was also, him to Ok-
Okmulgee. N who gave\
 
taken to
This is Worth Remember. 
r
Whenever you have a cou
cold, just remember that F
a Honey and Tar will ctrre i
t. D
risk your health by taking any 
,
the genuine. It is in a yellow pao
age. L. A. Johnson 6. 
Cr
Rheumatism BIG SHORTAGE
I have found a tried and testr(l cure for Rhen.
Matism! Not a remody that will straighten the
distorted limbs of chronic crioples, nor turn bony
growths back to deoh again. That is impossible.
But I can now surely kill the Was and pangs of
this deplorable disease.
In Germany—with s Chemist in the City of
Darmstadt —I fourui the last ingredient with
which Dr. Shoop's Rheumatic Remedy was made
a perfected, dependable preseriptiod. Without
that last ingredient. I successfully treated many,
meny cases of Rheumatism ; but now, at last, it uni-
formly cures all curable cases of this heretofore
much dreaded disease. Those band-like granular
wastes, found in Rheumatic Blood seem to dissolve
and pass away under the action of this remedy as
freely as does sugar when added to pure water.
And then, when dissolved. these poisonous wastes
freely pass from the system, and the cause of
Rheumatism is gone forever. There is now no
real need—no actual excuse to suffer longer with-
out help. We sell, and in confidence recommend
Dr. Shoop's
Rheumatic Remedy
ANDERSON & FOWLER.
)Incorporated)
ASSIGNMENT MADE
By Chesley Coal Company of Hop-
kins County.
The Chesley Coal company ha s
filed a deed of assignenent. J. • T.
Alexander, president af the Hop-
kins Bank, at Madisonville, was
named as the assignee and has as-
sumed charge of the property.
The total amount of assets and
liabilities has not been filed, but it is
understood that the liabilities will
be about $150,000. The assets consist
of the Royal mines at Madisonville
and the Chesley mines at Chesley,
near; Nortonville, with the stocks
and merchandise at both places.
It is stated that of the liabilities
following amounts are secured by
first mortgage: Sixty thousand dol-
lars due to the estate of John G.
Morton; $10,000 due the Elotdrins
County bank and $9,000 due J. H.
Trathen or his assigns. A second
mortgage is held by the grandchil-
dren of John G. Morton and the re-
maining liabilities consist of float-
ing debts.
The company has been to a great
expense in improvements and in the
end did not have sufficient money to
meet their expenditures.
A Higher Health Level.
"I have reached a higher health
level since I began using Dr. King's
New Life Pills,"writes .acob Sprin-
ger, of West Franklin, ‘,faine. "They
keep my stomach, liver and bowels
working just right." If these pills
disappoint you on trial money will
be refunded at Cook & Higgins and
Cook's Pharmacy. 26c
Carrie Nation
certainly smashed a hole in the
barrooms of Kansas, but Ballard's
Horehound Syrup has smashed all
records as a cure for coughs, Bronhi-
Us. Influenza and all Pei monary
diseases. T. C. Horton 'Kansas
writes: "I have never found a medi-
cine that would cure a cough so
quickly as Ballard's Horehound Sy-
rup. I have used it for years."
Sold by L. A. Johnson & Co.
4111.-•-■./ 
No Immediate Danger.
FRANKFORT, Dec. 30.— Gov.
Willson has received information
from Adjt. Gen. P. P. Johnston that
he had visited practically all of the
towns in Western Kentucky where
are located the tobacco warehouses
containing the tobacco of the Italian
government, and the report was to
the effect that no immediate danger
existed in those localities from
"Night Riders." Gen. Jojinston re-
ported that he would return to Hop-
kinsville to resume his investigation
and secure additional evidence to
be presented to the special grand
jury to be impaneled by Judge
Cook this week. It is 'said the
adjutant general and state fire mar-
shal are in possession of much evi-
dence on which to warrant numerous
indictments being returned against
the band which invaded Hopkins-,
ville several weeks ago.
Mr. Willson is daily in receipt of
letters from people in-Christian and
adinining counties with reference to
the reward of $500 offered t*r him for
the arrest and conviction Of the guil-
ty parties. It is the impression of
the people in Western Kentucky
that only one reward has been offer-
ed, and that for the arrest and con-
viction of all the members of the
band of •'riders," but Gov. Willson
said today that this impression was
a decided mistake—that the reward
was for conviction of any one mem-
ber of the band, and that the same
amount will be paid upon each con-
viction.
A Card
This is to certify that all druggists
re authorized to refund your mon-
t if Foley's Honey and Tar fails to
your cough and aold. It stops
',ugh, heels the lungs and pre-
mious results from a cold.
grippe, coughs, and pre-'
•imonia and consumption.
-• opiates. The genuine
•ackage. 'Refuse substi=.
hnson CIL ye.
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IN CROPS IS SHOWN BY GOVERN-
MENT HEPOR*I
Chief Shortage is in Corn, With
Oats and Wheat Next.—Facts
And Figures.
The government report shows a
shortage of 785,987,000 bushels in to-
tal crops as compared with the crops
of 1906, which were the largest ever
raised in this country, and a short-
age of 377,287.000 bushels as com-
pared with the yields of 1905, which
were also very large. -
The chief shortage is in the corn
crop, with 325,000,000 bushels, oats
with 211,000,000 bushels and wheat
with 101,000,000 bushels.
There is something of an offset to
the big losses in the feeding grains
in the increase of 6,431,000 tons of
hay as compared to that of 1906, and
of 3,045,388 tons as compared to the
crop of 1906.
Prominent features of the finan-
cial revision of its crop estimates for
the year by the department of agri-
culture were the increases made in
the reports of area seeded to spring
wheat, corn and oats. In each of
these particulars as well as in the
estimated wheat and oats official re-
ports run more or less counter to the
general impressions of speculators.
In a few instances, such as the
weight of oats, the figures given
were at variance with all the exper-
&ices of tne trade for the year to
date.
Wheat Area Increased.
There was a reported increase in
the reported area seeded to spring
wheat of 615,000 acres, corn was in-
creased 1 832,000 acres and oats in-
creased by 343,000 acres. Increases
In yields as compared with last pre-
vious reports were 8,578,000 bushels
spring wheat, 83,320,000 bushels corn
and 12,921,000 bushels oats.
Explanation of the slightly heav-
ier weight of swing wheat this year
is probably found in the fact that a
large proportion was of durum,
wi_ich produced heavily to the acre
and was of greater average weight
thau the average run of spring
wheat northwest. No adequate ex-
planation of the heavy weight of
oats has been forthcoming. The
government, figures however, con-
cede a difference of 2.6 pounds per
measured bushel as compared with
last year. Comparative weights
per measured bushel of the respect-
ive grains were:
Winter wheat
Spring what 
Oats
1907 1906
lbs. lbs.
58.9 69.2
56.9 66.6
 29.4 82.0
Bearish interpretation was given
the figures, which were not an-
nounced until shortly after the close
of business at 1:16 p. m. here, in-
stead of 1 p. m., Washington time,
as expected. It was conceded that
had the figures been given out dur-
ing ',..bane hours the effect would
have been unfavorable.
Figures of the Report.
The report gave final estimates of
acreage, production and value of
farm crops, showing winter wheat
acreage to be 28,132,000, production
409,442,000 bushels and value per
bushel 88.2 cents.
Spring wheat acreage was 17,079,-
000, production 224,645,000 bushels
and value 86 cents.
Corn acreage was 99,931,000, pro-
duction 2,592,220,000 bushels and
value 67.7 cents.
Oats acreage was 31,887,000, pro-
duction 764,443,000 bushels and value
44.3 cents.
It was announced that the total
value of the farm crops for 1907 was
$3.404,000,000, an increase of 028,-
000,000-for 1906.
The farm value on Dec. 1 of the
four crops already mentioned fol-
lows: Corn, $1,340,446,000; winter
wheat, $361,217,000; spring wheat,
$193,220,000, oats, $334,568,000.
How to Avoid Pneumonia.
You can avoid pneumonia and oth-
er serioas results from a cold by
taking Foley's Honey and Tar. It
stops the cough heals the lungs and
expels the cold from the • system.
Refuse any but the genuine in the
yellow package. L. A. Johnson &
Co.
Those desiring life insurance will
find it to their interest to investigate
the plans and record of the Mutual
Benefit Life Insurance company of
Newark, N. J. No Stockholders.
All profits divided among policy
holders. It is conspicuous for eccno-
rnical management, liberality of
policy contract, fair dealings with
its members and large annual divi
dends to reduce cost of your insur-
ance.
ly H. D. WALLACFA, Airt
Makes a Woman
Look Ten Years
Younger
Because it takes
a great weight
oil her mind . •
Jellarj
Solves the daily Desse.., problem:
By using Je11-0 it is possible to serve
a different dessert every day in the year.
Jell-0 can be prepared in-
stantly:—simply
add boiling water
and set to cool.
7 flavors. 10c.
per package, at all
grocers.
The Genesee Pure Food Co.. LeRoy. N. Y.
Visit our booth at Jamestown Exposition.
114.a...••
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IN VICTIM'S BRAIN
HARRISON, N. J., Dec. 30.—The
mystery surrounding the murder of
the beautiful young woman, whose
nnde body was found in the stagnant
waters of a pool near Harrison,
grows deeper. When fit is solved,
if, indeed, it is ever solved, the of-
ficers believe they will have un-
covered a great social (scandal,
which may lead to the door of some
millionaire whose yacht is tied up
for the winter along the banks of the
Passaic River
The crime, it is developing,, was
brutal in its fiendish ingenuity.
That the woman was slain with la
hatpin, which was pushed into her
brain just under the left eye, is the
firm belief of Dr. Converse, the
county physician,_who has discover-
ed a mark on the face which leads
him toward that belief.
"The fact that she is unidentified,
as yet is hardly surprising," de-
clared Chief of Police Rogers. "when
we stop to figure the number of wo-
men reported missing from their
homes all through the eastern states.
From every city in the east we are
receiving inquiries, and it is most
remarkable the number of women
that have left their homes and whose
whereabouts!lare unknown.
"I myself think the dead woman
may have been a resident of New
York City. But what she was doing
here I, of course, cannot say. I have
good rtien on the case, and hope to
establish the woman's identity."
Two Unwelcome Visitors Here
At this season La Grippe and
Pneumonia cause more deaths than
consumption. Foley's Honey and
Tar cures la grippe coughs that may
result in pneumonia over night. Do
not take chances with a cold when
Foley's Honey and Tar will quickly
cure it. L. A. Johnson & Co.
THREE FARMERS SUED
VERSAILLES, Ky., Dec. 28.—
The Woodford County Board of
Control of the Society of Equity has
directed its attorneys to file suits for
damages at once against three farm-
ers of this county, Calvin Redman,
S. B. Wilson and William Chapman
for breach of contract in selling their
crops of 1906 tobacco after they had
been assigned to the society pool. It
is said that several similar suits
against other farmers will be filed in
the Woodford circuit court at an
early day.
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The Joy
of living is to have good health.
Use Herbine and you will have bu-
shels of joy. You need not be blue,
fretful and have that bad taste in
your mouth. Try a bottle of Her-
bine, a positive cure for all liver
complaints. E. Harrell, Austin,
Texas, writes: "I have nsed Her-
bine for over a year, and find it a
fine regulator. I gladly recommend
it as a fine medicine for Dyspepsia."
Sold by L. A. J oh nson & Co.
POPULARITY GONE
(New York World.)
The vogue of the Teddy Bear is
passing. Christmas holiday shop-
ping has conclusively shown that the
queer little fuzzy wuzzies which en-
joyed such a marvellous domination
in Babyland have fallen from their
high estate. Wallowing on the bar-
gain counter, they-attract only slight
attention from the crowds that fill
the shops.
Dolly is returned to her old place
in the hearts of the youngsters, too
long usurped by the wholly 'nature
fake." The little mammas all are
going back to their first loves, and
the gorgeous display of dolls and
dolls' finery, households and play-
things are occupying more attention
than ever before. Sales are enor-
mous. Those who sell say the pub-
lic is not buying the economical,
serviceable presents they would
have to have any way. They bought
pleasant, unserviceable things they
couldn't afford at any time but
Christmas and which are sure to be
liked. The recent financial panic
and its accompanying 'bargain re-
ductions seems to have increased
rathvihan lessened the floods of
h •
Kick the Printer
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In the city of Brook-
lyn, N. Y., there has been
for many years a con-
spicuous signboard out-
side an office which
reads, "KICK THE
PRINTER" ,
Bibulous person
sometimes go inside to,
carry out the app
request, but they
cover that the print.
a gentleman by the r
of Kick.
In every town ti
are persons who, if t
do not actually feel
kicking the printer----4
newspaper man—at a
rate do a lot of kic
ing at the way he oo
ducts his paper.
Please DON'T kic
the printer; he is doini
the best he can.
And what he does
for the town and community, despite his occasional mis-
takes, may be a great deal more than the kickers themselves
are doing. Did THAT ever occur to you?
We are all neighbors in this town. What helps on(
• helps the others. 'What hurts one hurts the others. Ever:
community is a mutual benefit association, whether organ
ized or just running wild. The printer is a charter membe,
If you had no printer—no newspaper—how would yo
like that? Do you know what happens to towns that don
support a newspaper? Nothing happens. Nothing eve
happens in a town like that. As soon as things begin t6
happen in a town the newspaper comes along and tells about
them.
The newspaper boosts the town. It records progress
and offers suggestions, by the editor or the readers, as to
further progress. Every copy of every issue advertises the
town. This is all free advertisement. It costs the town
nothing. It costs the people nothing. It is a part of the
business.
In view of this fact, which nobody can dispute, it is
much better to pat the printer on the shoulder now and
then or to speak kindly of him than to kick him.
I NO; DON'T KICK THE PRINTER.  so
••••••••••••••640111100000110410.1004
•
i JEFF MORRIS a ••
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MAKEORF
‘•
• 
FINE
•
• •
•
SHOES
Special attention given to repairing of all kinds
Satisfaction guaranteed. Shop d wn stairs in
• Phoenix building, on Ninth St.
01111004110000.4140011.10000••••••••••
It Pays to Read Ads
NEW CANNED GOODS ARE
ON THE MARKET
Our futuresbought stock is arriving :and the en. #47
tire line was bought right. This fall and winter
you profit by our foresight.
Call, iumb. 500, Home 1121. Poste! Block
J. MILLER CLARK
••••••••IMMINIMOMIMMONIMOINIII••••••••••••••=•••
DOING ALL KINDS OF
Sheet Metal Work
IS OUR BUSINESS.
I F you have a single item of Tin Work needing attention
we can prove our ability and skill in the trade [and Cat
reasonableness of our charges. A call will be appreciP
E.Y. Johnsor
Claude P. Jobr— 
6
Nx.
• 'I
amilIttale?*
'Akita 10
$34000.144001,10r-4
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NES OF KENTUCKY WILL SUCCEED MITCHELL
T. L. Lewis Pretty Certain to be Presi-
dent of United Mine Workers.
.L BE INVLS7 !GATED UNDER WHEELI7'
• 
the United
ca have receiS,s,
A 4/
majority of disr
ermined to Prevent Occurenca of States and, with
GOVERNORS ORDERS
atastrcpnes Here That Elsewhere
Shocked The Country.
ANKIi‘ORT, Ky., Dec. 31.—
".•
".s. icier orders of Gov. Will-
:is desirous of having the
iry man employed in the
mines safeguarded as far
.%3 in his power, Prof. C. J.
state inspector of mines,
sistanta, are conducting a
ection of the coal mines lo-
.-arious parts of the state.
lson was shocked at the
mine calamities which have
0in other states, and he de-
.1 that no stone should be
arned to avert if possible,
h accidents in Kentucky.
ig the various matters which
lorwood's staff is investigat-
connection with the conduct
e operation in the state, are
.aracter of explosives used; the
ity of explosives safe to use
3 dust and gas are present; the
estor of the coal dust and effect
_
•ayrag upon it; the quality of
s and its dangerous percent-
he nature, extent and ins ula-
the electric curreuts used, the
ter and condition of the min-
laps ; and. the probable under-
fissures from which gas may
these to be ascertained by a
Jf the strata.
held by Prof. Norwood's de-
tent that there is too much ig-
-ince regarding explosives among
miners in general, and too great
releasness in their use. The regu-
ions regarding safety lamps are
3 o said to be inadequate. It is tc
Trect these conditions, if they ex-
t in the Kentucky mines, that the
ate mine inspector and his asso-
iates are at present busying them-
elves under Gov. Willson's orders.
Of Vital Importance.
No other organs of the body are so
Mendel to good health as the kid-
aeys. Foley's Kidney Remedy
° lakes the kidneys healthy so that
•tey will strain out the inapuritles
sebm the blood which is constantly
soiw' passing through them. Commence
taking Foley's Kidney Remedy at
the first sign of danger. L. A. John-
son & Co.
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GOES AFTERIMMS.
klow Hyomei Does its Work in Curing
Catarrh.
Nature's remedy for catarrhal
troubles is the oils and baqsams
found in Hyomei. It is a specific,
act is cure all. It has but one mis-
sion, the cure of catarrh.
The :uatural way of curing a
disease is a' ways the sclitific way
afist.the scientific w • of curing ca-
tarrh way, with Hyo-
mei..
Catarrh k a gernadisease art' can
be cure.1 on!y by using Hyomei, the
treatment tl_at reaches and destroys
all cater' ha! germs.
Breathed through taie neat pocket
In ler that comes with every outfit,
• ei's medication reaches the
most mote air cells of the nose,
throat and lugs, going after, the
disease germs wherever present,. de-
stroying them knd pre47enting their
growth, thus making catarrhal
troubles impossible.
There is no dangerous stomach
dosing when Hyomei fs•used. It is
solely andinhalation treatment, pre-
pared spec:ally to kill the catarrhal
germs and is so successful that L. L.
EIA.in sells it under an actual gnar-
antee to refund the money if it does
int give satisfaction.
ltegin the use of Hyomei at ()Lee
and see how quickly it gives relief
and lasting cure; complete outfit is
only $1.00.
How to Avoid Appendicitis
Most victims of appendicitis are
those who are habitually constipat-
ed • Foley's Orino Laxative cures
ehrpnic constipation by stimulating
the liver and bowels and restores the
natural action of the bowels. Foleys
Orino Laxative does not nauseate or
gripe and is mild and pleasant to
take it. Refuse substitutes L. A.
Johnsen & Co.
14111.virsbiLvir"11-,111"P, 11r2+4..V
Dr. Edwards, Specialist,
Eye, Ear, Nose and
Throat. Test made free of
charge for g1assea4 Phoe-
ix Bldg., Main:St , Hop-
"vile, Ky.
u
••fro.ILI
.W. Va., Dec. 28.
Subdistrict of
's of Amer--
from the
ne United
,tiou of a
Copyright, J. E. Purdy.
JOHN MITCHELL.
Who has announced thitt he will not
se a candidate for re-election as presi-
lent of the United Mine Workers of
America, giving ill health as his rea-
son for retirement.
few districts in the anthracite reg-
ions of Pennsylvania, Vice Predident
T. L• Lewis received a majority
of the votes for president. This indi-
cates that Lewis will succeed John
Mitchell as the head of the miners'
organization. Lewis is a resident of
Bridgeport, 0.
Nature "makes all things beauti-
ful in their time." Every one of
life's 'season's when life moves on
nature's lines, has its own charm
and beauty. Many women dread
that period when they must experi-
ence change of life. They fear that
face and form may suffer by the
cbange, and that they may fail to
please those whom they love. The
value of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Pre-
scription in this crisis of woman's
life lies in the fact that it assists na-
ture. Its use preserves the balance
and buoyancy of the mind and sus-
tains the physical powers. Many
women have expressed thekr grati-
tude for the help and comfort given
by "Favorite Prescription" in this
trying period. Its benefits are not
passing but permanent. Not a "pat-
ent medicine" because all its ingre-
dients are printed on the bottle-
wrapper.
ECLIPSE OF THE SUN
Will be Visible in These Parts on the
Evening of Jan. 3.
An eclipse of the sun will occur
Jan. 3 and will be partly visible in
the southern states and the western
coast of North America. Although
the United States naval observatory
is interested in the phenomenon, no
official parties have been sent out by
the government. The eclipse will be
total at, Flint Wand ,in the Pacific,
and will be obsei'Ved by a party from
, he Lick observatory in charge of
Prof. W. W. Campbell, who has al-
ready been conveyed there from
Tahiti, aboard the United States
ship -Annapolis. In the United
States tile eclipse will he visible
about Sunset, and its duration will
be short.
All The World.
is a stage, and Ballard's Snow
Liniment plays a most prominent
part. It ham no supperior for Rhea-
matistn, stiff joints, cuts, sprains,
and all pains. Buy it, try it and you
will always use it. Anybody who
has used Ballard's Snow Liniment
is a lii‘ing proof of what it does.
Buy a trial bottle. 25c, 50c and $1.00.
Sold by,L. A. Johnson & Co.
'TO THE DEATH.
•
LOUISA, Ky., Dec. 30.—Hood
Gearhart and Logan Davis shot each
other to death on the public high-
way today while drinking. There
had been bad.feelings between them
for some time..
Mrs. Stanley III.
Congressman A. 0. Stanley receiv-
ed a telegram yesterday announcing
theillnese of his mother, Mrs.. Wil-
liam Stanley, of Nicholasville, Ky.,
who is suffering from an attack of
pneumooia.—Henderson Gleaner.
CASTOR IA
For Infanta and CTIldren.
The Kind You Have Always Bought
Boars the
fpature of
SHE ROUTS MASHER
WITH JUST ONE BLOW OF A
DAINTY GLOVE
Southern Visitor in New York City
Says Sne is Not Afraid
0: Pests.
NEW YORK, Dec. 31.—A very
pretty floc' ,demure young woman
was walking down BroadwaY soon
after dark when at Forty-fifth street
a man approached her. He raised
his hat and said insinuatingly, but
confidently:
"Fine evening, isn't it?"
He got no further. The young wo-
man whipped her hand from the big
muff she carried and struck him full
in the face. The fellow's hat had
fallen, but leaving it, he. ran away.
Lieutenant Leigh, in charge of the
uptown detective bureau, happened
to be near and ran to the young wo-
man who was smiling pleasantly.
She showed her hand. On her left
was a dainty kid glove. On her right
a boxing glove thinly padded, the
sort of gloves that save the knuckles
from being broken when a hard
blow is delivered.
"My name is So-and-so," said the
young woman, telling Leigh her
name. "I board on Forty-sixth etreet
between Fifth and Sixth avenues. I
came here several weeks ago from
my home in the south and am earn-
ing my living as a stenographer.
After I finish my work and. have
had my dinner I must have exercise
and fresh air, so I take a walk every
clear night.
"I am ashamed to say that when
alone at night I can walk hardly a
block without being insulted. So I
determined to resent the insults and
at the same time to warn such mis-
erable creatures that at least one
woman is prepared to defend herself
against them. I hope that other
women will follow my example.
Then anyone who insults them will
get the punishment he deserves.,'
p S4
State of Ohio, City of Toledo 
asLucas County.
['Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
he is senior partner of the firm of F.
J. Cheney & Co., doing business in
the city of Toledo, comity and state
aforesaid, and that said firm will
pay' the sum of ONE HUNDRED
DOLLARS for each and every case
of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
the use Of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
In my presence, this 6th day of De-
cember, A. D. 1886.
(Seal) A. W. GLEASON,
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken in-
ternally, and acts directly on the
blood and mucous surfaces of the
system. Send for testimonials flee.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0.
Sold by all Druggists, 76c.
Take Hall's Family Pills fur con-
stipation.
 aiss 
TOWN HELPERS
Many a town goes backward be-
cause Its business men are too lazy
to get a move on themselves to i
prove it.
Don't lose hope in the future of
your town but?study conditions that
need correction and set about to ap-
ply a proper remedy.
Your town will not lose anything
by impressing each and every farm-
er in the neighberhood with the fact
that the place exists for his benefit
as much as for those who reside
there.
When there is any work to be
don e don't wait for your neighbor
Tom Jones or Dick Brown, to com-
mence. Get a Move on yourself,
and go to them and pull hand in
hand with them.
Don't be afraid of criticism. Study
well your duty as a Citizen and go
about it:without fear -or favor, and
you will find that tkose simp etoiis
who may at first call you - a busy-
body will be willing to give you cre-
dit for an enterprising citizen when
the needed reforms are brought
about by your work.
Give support to the local pap r. It
can be made a power for good in the
community. By the news and ad-
vertising pages of it the stranger can
gain an excellent idea of the import-
ance of the place.
God schools can be maintained
only in live, up-to-date communi-
ties. It has been generally observed
that the education of one generation
means benefits to comiug genera-
tions. No community can afford to
let its educational facilities decay.
C1.1%. SS tr C:Is II. X..416..
Beers the IN KM You Have Alwa Bouga
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SEVENTIETH BIRTHDAY
Is Celebrated by Admiral George
Dewey.
WASHINGTON,.D. C., Dec. 28.—
Admiral George Dewey was, seventy
years of age yesterday. H i3 is hi
splendid health and robust in phy-
sique. As is his custom, he speut
the morning at his office, with the
exception of an hour, when he at-
tended a sneeting, of the Nat-al Aso-
elation, of which he is president.
Numerous officers of the navy and
army and other friends called on
him at his office and later at his
home. Among the Admiral's callers
yesterday were a number of those
who attended the birthday dinner
last week, at which President Roose-
velt was present, and which was ad-
vanced in date because the latter
had to be at Pine Knot, Va., last
night. During the conversation they
recall a very happy toast, which the
President proposed, w,hen they
drank to the health of the Addairal.
It was as follows:
"To the man who
for and reflected
America more than
now living."
•
Cures Blood, Skin Troubles, Cancer,
Blood Poison, Greatest Blood
Purifier Free
has done more
Old Glory on
any other magi
If your blood is impure, thin, dis-
eased, hot or full of humors, if you
have blood, poison, cancer, carbun-
cles, eating sores, scrofula, eczema,
itching, rising and lumps, scabby
pimply skin, bone pains, catarrh,
rheumatism, or any blood or skin
disease, take Botanic Blood Balm
(B. B. B.,) according to directions.
Soon all sores heal, aches and pains
stop, the blood is made pure and
rich, leaving the skin free from ev-
ery eruption, and giving the rich
glow of perfect health to the skin.
At the same time B. B. B. improves
the digestion, cures dyspepsia,
strengthens weak kidneys. Just the
medicine for old people, as it
gives them new, vigorous blood. At
all druggists $1 per large bottle, with
directions for home cure. Sample
free and prepaid by writing Blood
Balm Co., Atlanta, Ga. Describe
trouble and special free medical ad-
vice also sent in sealed letter. B. B.
B. is especially advised for chTonic,
deep-seated cases of impure blood
and skin disease, and cures after all
else fails.
KEPT MARRIAGE SECRET.
HODGENVILLE, Ky., Dec. 30.—
The announcement was made that
Mr. Jacob Strause, of Madisonville,
and Miss Hannah Frantz. of this
city, had been married in August,
1905, the wedding having been kept
a secret all this time. As soon as
the announcement had been made
t he bride's brother who is one of the
hest known men in the °minty,
dropped dead of heart disease.
Mr. and Mrs. Strause 'will go to
Hopkinsville, where they will re-
side.
The reason for keeping the mar-
riage secret for Such a long time is
not known. During the entire two
years Mr. Strause resided in Madi-
sonville while his wife lived bete.
- -- --
Shake off the grip of your old enemy
Nasal Catarrh, by using Ely's Cream
Balm. Then will all the swelling
and soreness be driven out of the
tender, inflamed membranes. The
fits of sneezing will -cease and the
discharge, as offensive to others as
yourself, will be stopped when the
causes that produce it are removed.
Cleanliness, comfort and renewed
health by the use of Cream Balm.
Sold by-All druggists for 50 cents, or
mailed by Ely Bros., 56 Warren St.,
New York.
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Santa
Claus
INSURANCE MATTER
IN REFERENCE TO THE DARK TO-
BACCO DISTRICT
Protection INot Withdrawn Though
Some Companies Have Cancelled.
osurance Field."
Since ,the raid of Night Riders
upon this city the insurance situa •
tion throughout the entire tobacco
producing district has been in a
more or less disturbed condition and
rumors have been rife as to what
course would be pursued by the
companies doing business in this
territory. According to most of the
reports which have been circulated,
either by word of mouth or in print,
the idea up.Dermost seems to be that
all insurance in Hopkinsville and
Christian county has been canceled
and that no more is being written.
This is a mistake, for this immediate
section is able tO secure just as much
protection as is any other region.
In fact, the tobacco in this town and
county, both independent and as-
sociation, is being freely written,
and none of _it is uninsured where
the effort has been made to have it
protected.
It is true that some companies
have become frightened and cancel-
ed their policies on tobacco and re
fused to write any more risks, but
in every case where this was done
in Hopkinsville the protection was
withdrawn in the same measure
from the entire affected district and
in most of the cases from the entire
state.
In discussing the tobacco situation
from an insurance standpoint the
Insurance Field says:
"Some aspects of the tobacco sit-
uation in Kentucky are particularly
interesting. The insurance com-
panies,' as usual, are acting without
concert, sand the steps that each
company takes are not only .taken
Sery quietly, but seem to depend in
every case upon local circum-
stances."
The question has been dismissed
here at length as to whether or not
the "riot and civil commotion"
clause in the policies would be taken
advantage of by the insurance com-
panies, and in this regard the In-
surance Field says: "Viewed in
the light of the face of the contract,
it may be assured that the com-
panies are taking no risks on the
destruction of tobacco by incendiary
mobs. As far as that is concerned
it remains to be seen whether, in
case of a conflagration following ,de-
struction by mob, all. the insurance
of innocent property holders involv-
ed in the loss would be voided. The
tenden!f of court decisions lately
has been to confuse the question on
other lines, but the 'riot and civil
commotion' clause in the policy has
a long list of consistent decisions
upholding it. The matter has just
come into court specifically at
Princeton, Ky., where suits have
been filed wrainst a number of com-
panies growing • out of the burning
of tobacco barns in that town a year
ago by an armed mob. Three of
the companies involved have paid
losses. Two compromised to avoid
litigation on small sums. In 'ihe
other case the company's attorney
agreed to pay on compromise and
company refused to accept the settle-
ment. The policy bolded sued to
enforce thessagreement to compromise
and won, but the question of riot
and civil commotion clause in its
merits was not raised It is under-
stood that it will be ,put forward in
answer to the suits recently filed.
* * * There is one last resort for the
companies in the event of any over-
whelming loss from mob violence in
any city. They can take subroga-
tion as against the municipalities
and try the ca.ses out along the lines
that were successful in Pittsburg in
1877, where the city was ;required to
pay to the railroads losses sustained
in the railroad strike riots."
The correspondent of the Insur-
ance Field says of the situation in
Hopkinsville: "We have made
some inquiry of other agents and the
local stamping clerk and would say
about one-half or perhaps slightly
more than half, of the companies
have either made some cancellations
and reductionsin lines, or !instruct-
ed'agents to write no more of the
class, but. let their present holdings
stand. A very few—not more than
one out of six or eight
-have ordered
a general cancellatioh of policie
covering tobacco. The 'two '
plants, the Imperial Tobacco
pany and the American Snuff
pany, are having no troubl'
in getting all the, insur
need. There is in for
two risks about $150
Some companies, '
are writing assce
444-.444-4444-+-+++++-1-44-04444-+ freelY as before
•
Headquarters at
The Racket
(incorporated)
Joe P. 'Pool, President.
any independent \ or trust risks.
Others are only writing on the big
risks mentioned above." The same
paper prints reports from nearly
every place of importance through-
out the western portion of the state
and the letter above quoted is a fair
example of the conditions as out-
lined at other places.
C SCSIEDULE OF PRICES.MINN In MN I
It is stated that the executive com-
mittee.of the Dark District Planters'
Protective association has agreed
upon the following new schedule of
pr ces:
-Low lugs 7c, common luge 8c, Mid-
mum ingS 9c, good lugs 10c. fine lugs
11c.
Spanish A 13.14c, Spanish. B 12c,
Spanish C 10c.
French A 14c, French B 12c,
French BC 1134c, French C 11c,
French C2 10c.
Italian A 18c, Italian B 16c, Ital-
ian B2 153c, Italian C2 1134c.
Common plug wrapper 160, med-
ium plug wrapper 16c, good plug
wrapper 17c, fine plug wrapper 20c,
fancy plug wrapper 25c.
Austrian A 20c, Austrian B 17e,
Austrian B2 15c,- 'Austrian C 14Xc,
Austrian C2
Common African 11c, medium Af-
rican 12c, good African 13c, fine Af-
rican 16c.
Nubbins 11c.
Common Spinner 12c, medium
Spinner 14c, good Spinner 15c, fine
Spinner 17c, fancy Spinner 18c.
Common Snuff 11c, medium Snuff
12c, good Snuff 13c, fine Snuff 160.
Salesman S. G. Buckner was ask-
ed about this schedule this morning
and he stated that the schedule had
not been sent to him from head-
quarters and he could not state
whether these figures were correct
or not.
COMPANIES NEEDED
Plans are being made by the ad-
jutant general's department to in-
regular army standard required un-
der 
s
N-"4411Pi
crease the state militia to the full
the Dick law, passed in 1903 and
which provides that within five
years thereafter the militia of the
United States in order to be entitled
to federal aid, most conform in or-
ganization, armament and equip-
ment to the United States army,
says the Frankfort Journal.
One of the most stringent of these
regulations to be conformed to is
that each regiment shall consist of
twelve companies. At present none
of Kentucky's three regiments has
over nine companies, and each will
have to notv muster in three more
companies as soon as possible.
The First regiment at Louisville
will have little trouble, it is believed
in securing the requisite number of
men for three more companies. Sev-
eral cities in the territory of the
Second regiment are anxious for
companies. The time of the Litw-
renceburg company has expired and
it will soon be mustered out, an or-
der to this effect having been ap-
proved. Its place in the state guard
will be taken by the new company
from Beattyville. Other towns
which desire militia companies are
Corbin, Somerset and Catlettsburg.
Not a single application for a com-
pany from the Third regiment terri-
tory has been received at the state 
war department. While in Mayfield
the other day Adjutant General
Johnston looked over the situation
with a view to reorganizing the de-
funct company there. At one time
Mayfield boasted a crack company,
but it became disorganized and little
interest IV a 13 taken in its work and
it then disbanded.
Unifoirns and equipment will have ,
to be secured before the nine more
companies needed to conform to the
national law can be mustered in to
the state service. It is expected Ur
as soon as Adjutant General Jo'
ston gets the Night Riders' trr
off his hands he will then tur
attention to this feature of thiN
guard work.
Residence Burned. /
A residence. on nor)
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y a id occu-..
onsonitind fam-
by fix() Sunday
•k, and. all of the
ds of Mr." Hutchinson
mused.
se was isordred for '$1,000
pany repref4ented by New-
era and the ` iurniture was also
red. for $1,000 in a company rep-
ented by Jam es T. 'Wood. It is
ieught the fire originated from the
explosion of a 'lamp left, burning by a
boy, who W sleeping in the house
qe. and who pre ,bably would have lost
tbr
street, owned-by Miss
man, of Newstead,
p'ed by John Hutc
ily, was destroye
night at 1 o'cl
household go
were also 1
The ho
in a col
ton B'
ins
his life had it not been for the action
of George .Perryinan,rushing in and
7. faking 11E1in when a portion of the
about ready to fall in.
'1 :twine Leaf-Chronicle.
ath Kentucky College will re-
on January 8th. 0
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•we owe to woman we are surrounded
at once by a great number of wyren.
both living and dead. whose grntle,
self sacrificing lives have molded us
and purified us and made us what we
are.
Some time ago there came into my
possession a suggestive epitaph, which
was chiseled upon a New England
tombstone. Let me read it to you.
Some one who knew her well had thus
sketched the life work of a good wom-
an as God had given it to her to do,
step by step: "A Sarah to her hus-
band, a Eunice to her children, a Lois
:o her grandchildren, a Lydia to God's
m1niaters.4 a Martha to her guests, a
Dorcas to the poor and an Anna to hgr
God." Was not that a beautiful testi-
mony to duty well done? Did not
that epitaph in a Scriptural combina-
ion round out a woman's perfect life?
Most of us have been surrounded by
our Serails and our Eunices and our
Liaises and our LYdias and our Mar-
has and our Dorcases. Have they
—.lot been to us true evangelists, leading
us along the paths of truth and purity
and by the power of the holy spirit
purifying and ennobling our spiritual
lives? Can you not thank God for
your Christian wives and mothers and
grandmothers, your Lydias, Marthas,
Dorcases and Annas? Have not the
women whom you have seen publish-
ing God's tidings been a great host?
Giving Thanks For Good Wives.
First, let us thank God for the Sa-
rahs—the Christian wives who are now
- by our sides. How many men have
reason to thank God for the women
who, as young girls, gave them their
hands and hearts in marriage when
they too were young and had nothing
and Who with them have fought the
bait' of life? We ought to thank God
for wives who in more senses than
OT ' merged their lives in our
-et are never so happy as
lrld praises us for the
to a great extent en-
ve. J once knew a
'n the presence of a
it his wife had
success. He
lade my sue-
my wife."
one man
make
•
fs,
•,
a
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•
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Calmage
Sermon
By Rev.
Frank De Witt Talmage, D. D.
uonar of expenditure." The result
was, though you had three or four
children to support, you were able to
accutnulate a' little capital. and grad-
ually and yet surely you pressed ahead
until now you own your home, and
you have been able to put aside some
money for a- rainy day. What hus-
band today is not willing to thank God
for the financial re-enfo 'cement his
wife has been to him by her domestic
econoinieft?
The Wife's Faith.
And, then, has she not been a moral
Los Angeles, Cal., Dec. 29.—In this " and sspiritual re-enforcement as well
as a financia,1 helper? When you leftsermon the preacher enthrones the home in the morning you felt that, likeChristian mother as the queen df home, Daniel of old; you were entering the
the true helpmeet and the. bright ,ex- lions' den. Everywhere around you
emplar of purity and benevolence. The were. lions octemptation, ready to eat
text is Psalm lxviii, 11 (R. V.), "The you up. There were the lion of false-
Lord giveth the word—the women that hood, the lion of theft, the lion of
publish the tidings are a great host.' i drink, the lions of innumerable dishon-
esties. "Col- " you said, "what is the
.We are apt to associate the idea, of
publishing gospel tidings exclusively goodor my tryingo live rignt
so many of my business associates arewith the pulpit. That is the place dishonest and trying to overreach me?"from which the tidings die usually : When you came home at night and she
and chiefly published. But it is not came to greet you at the door, as you
. the only place. There are other ways looked into her honest blue eyes you
of publishing the tidings than by , knew that no impure or dishonest
preaching, and one of these is indicat- thought had passed through her mind.
ed by the psalmist in my text. Who When you saw her gather the children
can ever estimate how much wo- .i about her for prayers and then kneel
to commend her own soul and the soulsmen have done in that way? The
of her husband and dear ones to theworld will never know how much the
, Heavenly Father somehow all yourpublication of the gospel tidings by , evil thoughts disappeared. Through
the mothers and wives of men has the touch or her hand you went back
had to do with the usefulness of their a true man to your work. Tell me
sons and husbands. honestly, would you be the Christian
I pity that man who, having been in man you am today if your wife's faith
daily companionship for years with a had not been as a sheet anchor holding
vou to the cross? Am I wrong when Imother, a sister, a wife and a daugh- , •
say that God giveth the word, but theter, has not grace enough in hi§ heart
Christian wives who surround us andto appreciate .the nobility of woman. publish the tidings are a great host?When I stood by the deathbed of that But the second proper name of this
great apostle of temperance, Francis ''old New Englandepitaph is even more
Murphy, his youngest child said to me: 'suggestive than the first: "A Sarah to
"The other day I was alone with my ; her husband, a Eunice to her chil-
father. He took my hand and said. WI. ) *as Eunice? She was
the mother of young Timothy, the fa-'Daughter, ever since was privileged
Vorite co-worker and protege of theto associate with your mother I have
Apostle Paul. The greatest of all thenever lost my faith in the purity of
apostles loved, him not only for hiswomanhood.'" When Thomas tie own sake, but for the sake of his
Witt, the great New York pastor, was mother and his grandmother. He he.
on his deathbed he continually talked gills his second epistle to Timothy
to the girls about the noble, sweet and with this salutation: "When I call to
gentle wife who had preceded him into remembrance the unfeigned faith thatthe "land of everlasting roses," and is in thee, which first dwelt in thyhe bade them never to forget her and grandmother Lois and thy mother
'always to pattern their lives after her Eunice." Ali, yes, it was not difficultlife. During the last walk. Dr. Joseph for Paul to trust and to love TimothyParker took on earth be turned to his when he knew in what kind of a
companion and with a faraway look. Christian cradle Timothy had been
as though he was trying to pierce the rocked. Neither is it a very difficult
clouds and see to the foot of the great matter for sonic of us to be good when
white throne where his beloved wife we look brek upon the influence which
was then singing the song of the re- our Christian mothers had over us dur-deemed in heaven, he said, 
"Ever ing our infancy and childhood.
'Alice she left me I have always tried A Eunice to Her Ctildren.to do as she wished, and I feel that' Would you like to picture this worn-she has directed my steps." So wtth 
an, who was a Sarah to her husbandmost of us. When we think of what 
and a Eunice to her children? Why,
she was just the same kind of a
Eunice as your mother was to you.
Once, like Sarah of old, your mother
was fair to look upon. After your fa-
ther died you found among his treas-
ures an old daguerreotype which,
though faded, still showed what a
pretty and fun loving girl your mother
must ha\ e been. But one day the an-
gel of the Nativity whispered in her
ear a solemn secret. Then a serious
look came to her eye. Then, when she
was tempted to any inconsistency, 'the
first question that always sprang to
her lips was: "Should I do that? What
will be the example for my children?"
Ali, yes, I can understand why in the
last chapter of Proverbs Lemuel's
mother describes the good wife in the
words, "Many daughters have done
virtuously, but thou excellest them
all." The purity and nobility of a
woman's life are never so gloriously
developed as when she, a mother,
walks daily as a spiritual example
before her children. God bless the
Eunices! God bless them for the
prayers they are lifting for their chil-
dren and for the constant sacrifices
they are making for their homes!
But a child,cannot always remain e
child. Neither can a young mother al-
ways remain young. Time is no re-
specter ,ef persons. First comes the
blossom; then the fruit. Then the
green leaves of the trees take upon
themselves the variegated hues of au-
tumn. Then cores the Indian summer
of life. The smooth cheeks of youn.7
womanhood change into the wrinkled
skin of old age. The black hair of
Eunice changes into the whitened
locks of 'Lois, the children grow up.
and the grandchildren come. The
mother, 'who .once sat at the head of
the. tablte, now sits at the side. The
easiest their' in the sitting room Is
grandmother's. And yet a Lois exer-
cises her influence upon young Thno- 4
thy, and it IS veryi good. Paul even
mentions tee' grandmother's influence
before he mentions the influence t!
Eunice. NVIly is that? I think I can
tell you IvI•y. It is on account of the
mellowing influence of our grandmoth-
ers.
The Mother's Busy Life.
When i young mother .has a 'large
brood of little ones growing up in the
home, her life is one otceaseless activ-
ity. She works from morning until far
Into the night. How. tired her finger;
get with the needle! How tired her
-ad! There are endless duties all
'rig at the same time: "Come and
-fter me. Come and look after
!other does not rock the young-
in her lap as much as she
-t, born; she has not the
not take the little jour-
lire, 'as some mothers
-is so many duties at
sr nerves get askew.
•ble. It is differ-
qis. How gen-
-us to be so
• babies is
'hen her
of the
'1 up
PAGE ?I
uaugnterl Don't! Let the baby off this
time. She did not mean to do it."
But, though Grandmother Lois grew,'
gentler all the time, yet her influence
over her grandchildren increases ev-
ery year, for while she sits in her big
armchair she is praying for the wel-
fare of the children. Have you not
had such a praying grandmother? Can
you not see her sweet fa e now and
her moving lips? Can you not feel her
spiritual influence about you, even
though .she has been dead for many
years? Can you not cry out, as did
the psalmist of old, "The Lord giveth
the word, but the Christian grand-
mothers that publish the tidings are a
great host?"
Friends of the Pastor.
But there is another proper name in
the epitaph upon the old New England
tombstone you must not pass over.
This Christian wife and mother was
not only a Sarah to her husband, a
Eunice to her children, a Lois to her
grandchildren, but she was a Lydia to
God's ministers. Who was Lydia?
You may find all about her in the six-
teenth chapter of Acts. When Paul
and Silas went to Philippi this woman,
who was a disciple of Jesus Christ, met
them. Lydia took them to her home,
cared for them and looked after and
respected them because they were
God's ambassadors. And so our Chris-
tian mothers and grandmothers not
only looked after us, but were always
the friends of our pastors. They used
to say to us, "My child, you cannot
respect God's house unless you respect
his messengers." Don't you remember
how, during all the church troubles of
your childhood arid young manhood.
your Christian mothers were always
the friends of God's ministers? Don't
you remember how, when the visiting
ministers used to come to your native
village, they were always entertained
at your mother's home? Don't you
remember how reprovingly your moth-
er spoke at the dinner table when
your older brother one Sunday made
fun of the morning sermon? And
though you are an old man today, yet,
through the example of her early faith-
fulness to her village pastor, you have
always been a stanch friend of your
pastors.
In this day, when ministers are too
often estimated from the commercial
standpoint, it is a blessed sight to find
our Lydias. The church of the Lord
Jesus Christ loses spiritual power
when she looks upon God's ambassa-
dors simply from a mercenary stand-
point, as when a man buys a house or
a, piece of land. Thank God for the
Philippian woman who extended the
hospitality of her home to tired Paul.
Thank God today for the multitude of
women who are so true to their
churches and their pastors all over the
land. Are not the Lydias, who are
spreading God's tidings, a great host?
The Duties of Martha.
But there is still another name upon
that New England tombstone, "A
Martha to her guests." We all know
who Martha was. We can all see her
bustling about the kitchen. We see
her hot, flushed faoe and her anxious
look. We hear her mutter, "Oh, what
shall I do with so many guests coming
to dinner and nothing yet prepared?"
Because Christ rebuked her for lack-
ing "one thing" we are apt to forget
how desirous she was to put all her
friends at ease and make her home a
haven of rest for Jesus and his friends
And yet as Martha bustles around
does she not remind you of your Chrig-
tian mother working in the old home?
Can you not see her striving to put the
friends of your father and the friends
of her children at their ease and to
make the home a haven of rest for all
the associa .s of her dear ones?
And then your mother was a Dorcas
to the poor. All, yes, you did not real-
ize how much she was doing for the
poor and the helpless until after she
died! When you turn to the ninth
chapter of Acts and read how, after
Dorcas' death, the women gathered in
the outer room and began to show the
garments she had made and to tell
about the many errands of mercy she
had gone on it seems as though Luke
were writing about the obsequies of
your own mother. Your mother was
a plain woman and lived in a small
sphere, as some people might suppose,
but no house would have been large
enough to 1- 1d that throng. And the
beautiful pr--t of that, gathering was
that not only the rich came, but thc
poor as well. Those who attended your
mother's funeral were all mourners.
They did not come perfunctorily; they
came because they wanted to come.
Can you not see those mourners now?
Can you not see that old man hobbling
along on his cane whom she had say
ed from going to the poorhouse? And
there was the aged woman whom yot
mother persuaded to take her daugh-
ter back home after that scandal, and
her daughter is there by her side. And
there was the weeping washerwoman
whose children she had 80 often cloth-
ed. And there was that poor con-
sumptive girl, grateful for the delica-
cies your mother gave her, who came
from her sickbed to look at the face
of her dear benefactor once more.
Your father sometimes used to get an-
gry because your mother did so much
for the poor. He would say: "Mother,
It doesn't pay. Stay home and let up
on that extra work." But at your
mother's funeral your father knew it
did pay. For the first time he and
the children began to catch a glimpse
of how much your mother had done
for others. Thank God that your
mother was a Dorcas. Thank God
that the women who publish the tid-
ings of grest joy among the poor and
the helpless and the suffering are a
great host.
Would you not like to be a Sarah to
your husband, a Eunice to your chil-
dren, a Lois to your grandchildren, a
Lydia to God's ministers, a Martha to
your guests. a Dorcas to the poor and
- A nno --tur Orli"
would you not like to expend your life,
in Christian service for others, as your
mother did, rather than live a selfish,
worldly life? Happiness is not found
In the frivolous life and the trifles ot
the social world, where so many think
It is found.
Would you WA thank God if some
(lay the epitaph found ill the old New
England graveyard could be written
upon your tombstone and that with
the psalmist of old it Might be said of
you„"She bath joined the women that
publish God's tidings, who are a great
host?" Gcd grant it for his dear sake,
[Copyright, UT. by Louis Klonsch.]
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Our delicious Cod Liver
preparation without oil.
Better than old-fashioned
cod liver oil and emulsions
to restore health for
Old people, delicate children,
weak run-down persons, and
after sickness, colds, coughs,'
bronchitis and all throat and
lung troubles.
Try it on our guarantee.
ELGIN, Druggist.
KILL THE COUCH
AND CURE THE LUNGS
WITH Dr. King's
New Discovery
FOR"ouc Hs szRtrAo.vp OLDS Trial Bottle Free
AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.
GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
OR B(ONEY REFUNDED.
„amminso. 
kt.,IMILYIrow. IL-Niro, IL,' 111'). IL" IrML)IrML.
A W Wood Hunter Wood, Jr
Wood & Wood
Real lEstate
Agents t
Office, Hopper Block. k
Cumb Phones, 74 and 14-2
^ii.)-imet..virli‘g.rers• "Jr 41"•••
The South Kentucky
Building & Loan
Association
(Incorporated)
Offers You the Best investments
ler Your Savings.
Because it invests its funds
solely in first mort
gages on the homes of the peo-
ple in this city, and thus avoids
all of the risks attendant upon
commercial banking..
Because all of its loans are
payable in small
monthly payments, beginning
as soon as the loan is made,
and thus reducing the loan and
Increasing our relative security
all the time.
Call and let us explain the plans
of the Association.
H. C. Gant, - Pres.
J. E. McPherson, Sec.
S. Y. TRIMBLE DOUGLAS BELL
Trimble & Bell
Attorneys-at-Law
Office Planters! Bank dt Trust Co's
Building.
HOPHINSVILLE, KY.
Dr. R. L. Bradley,
Veterinary Surgeon,
Graduate of Ontario Veterinary Col
lee, Toronto, Canada.
Specialist in Surgery, Foot and
Leg Lameness and Dentistry. Cas-
tration ot Stallions; Bring by a new
process. Very special surgical oper
ations for th cure of Spaying and
Strincyllalt. Neurotomy for the:cure
of lameness in Navicular diseases,
Office at Gray tit Gates livery stable,
East.Ninth street, near L...4 N.Lde-
pot. Telephone 145.
ALL CALLS by letter or telephon
promptly attended to.
ElOPKINSVILLE - KENTUCKY
ARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
Cleanses and beautifies Lis hair.
Promote. • luxuriant growth. """..
'lever Fails to Restore Gray
Flair to ita Youthful Color.
Cures scalp cii•eaws aL hair falling.
50c, and $1.00 sit
Seitt FREE
to houeeKeepere
Liebig COMPANY'S
Extract of Beef
CooK BooK
telling how to prepare delicate
and delicious dishes.
Address LEIBIG CO., P. 0. Box 27
- Now York
•
81
Rol
900 DROPS
-.,1134117nipuuniarr/rainiall
ALCOHOL 3 PER CENT.
Nege I able Preparation forAs•
simila ling the Foodand Regula
ling the Stomachs andBovfels of
INFANTS 4THILDRIN
Promotes Digestionaterhd-
ne ss and Rest.Contains neither
0 piunt.M orphitte nor MineraL
NOT NARCOTIC.
lit4te of Old &SOLEMN,
lickfAxklial**: Salfrf ade
,daist hi? •
Rim Sad -
Pored Asur •
"frgrtgliThrrr.
Aperfeci Remedy for Constipa-
tion , Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea.
Worms ,Convulsionsleverish-
ness and Loss OF SPEER
FacdaeSimieo.le S i4t7ignature or
NEW YORK.
Atb months old
35 DOSES -35 CENTS
, • • I •
Exact Copy of Wrapper.
CAMBIA
For Iufahts and Children.
The Kind You Have
Always Bought
Bears the
Signature
of
In
Use
For Over
Thirty Years
CASTORIA
The CZN,A1.114 00111PGIVI. 'OMR Or1"1.
Illinois Central Railroad
No
.•
14
 6'42 a. m.
206, Evansville Paducah-Louisville Express, arrives 6:25 p. m.
" 321 Evansville-Nashville Mail, 360 p. m.
Nashville-Chicago Limited carries free reclining cnqiir cars and buffet31eeper. All trains run daily. Train 26 and 26 make kcal stops between
Nashville and Princeton. J.B. MALLON, A 4
TIME CARD.
Effective May 26th, 1907
NORTH BOUND.
332 Pad e eah-Cairo, and Evansville, Accom., leave 6:00 a. mu.
206 Evansville and Louisville Express. 11:20 a. m,
26 Chicago-Nasbville Limited, 
 8:16 p. mj
SOUTH BOUND.
25, Nashville-Chicago Limited
Louisville 16 Nashville r
TIMECARD Effective
NORTH.;
No. 62 St. Louis Express...10:12 a m 11-St. I
No. 64 St. Louis Fast 10:06 p m No. 58(St.
No..92 Chicago and New No, 93,1Ch
Orleans Limited 8'C7 a m 0
No, 66 Hopkinsville Accom.8:55 p in Nc. 66 I
—Nos. 62 and 64 connect at St. Lis for all
No. 51 connects at Guthrie for Meumphis
Erin and for Louisville, Cincinnati and the
Nos. 63 and 66 make direct connection at
cinnati and all points north and east thereof
for Memphis and way points.
No. 92 runs through to chicago and will no
south a Evansville, also carries through sleepe
No. 93 through sleepers to Atlanta, Macon, Ja .
and Tamr a, Fla. Also Pullman sleepers to Ns
Guthrie for points east and west J • •
•-+++•+++++4+
444444.1.4114.
N. V. GERHART'S SONS
of Clarksville, Tenn.,
Hav,a recently added to their large line of goods which
they carry in their Up-to-Date Department Store
Stocked DRUG DEPARM.AT
in which you will find many of the hov,cehold necessi-
ties. Let us mentien a few of the values—,
ALL $1.00 PREPARATIONS WE P
SELL FOR 75 CTS.
Such as Peruna, Swamp Root, Wampole's Cod Liver Oil, Scott's
Emulsion, Hagee's Cordial of Cod-liver-oil, Miles' Nervine, King's
New Discovery, Pinkham's Compound, Wine of Cardui, Prickly Ash
Bitters, flood's Sarsaparilla, S. S.S. and all other poputar remedies at
the same price.
All 50c Size Preparations We Sell for 40c
Such as Califonia Fig Syrup, Bromo Seltzer, Mellin's Food, Dr. Fen-
ner's Golden Relief, Sloan's Liniment, Wizard Oil, Radway's Ready
Relief, Mexican Mustang Liniment, Pond's Chamberlain's Cough Rem-
edy, Cuticura Ointment, and we can furnish you any other 50c pre-
paration at the same price.
Castoria, 28c; Orovel's Chill Tonic, 35c; P. & W Quinine, 1 ounce
bottle, 15c; Mennen's and Colgate's Talcum Powders, 15c. We also
have a full line of toilet articles which we sell on the same basis.
.1= Upon request, we will mail you a complete list of the articles in
our Drug Department, quoting prices on same, and if at any time you
are in our city we will be glad to show you our large stock which we
carry in all departments. Respectfully, tojl
N. V. GERHART'S SONS
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ON ALL CASH TICKETS
Dated Dec. 26t11, '071
BRING THEM TO BE CASHED Any Time From Now to THURSDAY, JANUARY 16th, I
• •
•
• After Thursday, January 16th, They Are Woriblessi •• ••
I. •
5 
•
•
• 
At 10 o'clock, January 1st, at our storeroom, Mr. Gus Brannon opened the envelope and it contained
•the date as aboveDecember 26th--and at the same time a JANUARY DATE was selected by Ex-Asses- I— 
sor R. A. Cook, who has recently landed a fat, juicy place at Frankfort. The date was immediately seal-
ed in an Express money Order envelope and sealed by him with sealing wax and placed in the keeping ••
41 of Mr. Gus Brannon, to be opened by him at our storeroom February 1st, at 10 o'clock a. rn., and the date •
•it contains entitles all holders of tickets of that date to their money back. ••
S.  •
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• Form 72 Extra. 
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Southern Express Company.
Contents NOT COUNTED by Agent and BM/ELOPE
SEALED WITH WAX in MY PRESENCE.
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;very cent of one days' CASH SALES this month, January, will be returned to the party who
• w sp 
•
e t it with us. All goods sold for cash on that date are absolutely free to the purchaser---WE •
•
•
• 
•
• LOS NYOU GAIN. •
• 
•
•
••
1'
• CALL FOR TICKETS!
i
•
•
• We give tickets with all cash purchases. Try spending your cash with me this month. WE'
•
•9 you buy on credit December 26th? if it had been CASH and purchased at COOPER'S it would P
•
• a gift, as we wGuld have GIVEN YOUR MONEY BACK. Come and see us, we will appreciate
•
i •• ness and guarantee to supply your wants with the choices
t in our line.
•
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•
WO TO COOPER. 611.
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